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The Cook County Circuit Court recently upheld a complaint 
against the Oak Lawn, Illinois, board of trustees filed by an 
Oak Lawn resident who is represented by Chicago-Kent’s 
new Center for Open Government. 
The plaintiff, the wife of an Oak Lawn firefighter, filed an 
action claiming that the Oak Lawn board of trustees had 
violated the Illinois Open Meetings Act by discussing and 
voting on mass layoffs to balance the village’s budget. The 
discussions and vote took place during a closed meeting, 
and some citizens asserted that the board had sought to 
circumvent the law’s requirement that budgetary matters 
be discussed in meetings open to citizens. The Center agreed 
to represent the plaintiff shortly after she filed the suit.
The decision allows the lawsuit, Berge v. the Board of 
Trustees of the Village of Oak Lawn, now pending in Cook 
County Circuit Court, to proceed.
“This opens the possibility that the veil may be lifted and 
that the public may yet get to see and hear what occurred in 
the closed session that gave rise to the decision to lay off more 
than 30 village employees,” said Terrance Norton, director of 
the Center.
Chicago attorney Clinton Krislov, chairman of the Center’s 
advisory committee, said, “This first major court victory for 
the Center for Open Government vindicates our vision that 
an active advocacy program can bring sunshine and start the 
process of cleaning up Illinois state and local government by 
forcing open the processes of government in Illinois.”
Chicago-Kent established the Center for Open Government 
to help ensure transparency, accountability and responsibility 
in local and state government. The Center identifies instances 
where legal recourse is needed to provide access to govern-
ment information and proceedings. Cases taken by the Center 
challenge closed government processes under the Illinois 
Open Meetings Act, the Illinois Freedom of Information Act, 
and similar statutes. No fees are charged.
Housed in the Chicago-Kent Law Offices, the Center 
functions as part of the law school’s clinical education 
program. Under the supervision of faculty, students interview 
and counsel clients, conduct factual investigations and 
legal research, develop case strategies, collect and analyze 
documents, and help in the litigation. 
The Center has received significant seed funding from 
Mr. Krislov, a noted plaintiff ’s class-action attorney and a 
member of Chicago-Kent’s adjunct faculty. Mr. Krislov is the 
founder and name/senior partner attorney of the Chicago 
firm Krislov & Associates Ltd.
“I am grateful for the generosity of Clinton Krislov, who has 
helped found this Center and who, through his commitment 
to open government, will inform and inspire our work,” said 
Dean Harold Krent. “The formation of this Center responds to 
a wave of recognition by Attorney General Lisa Madigan and 
many others that the time is propitious for a sea change in 
how Illinois’ governmental entities do business.” 
Director Norton, who served as a member of Chicago-Kent’s 
clinical faculty for 10 years, has extensive experience in open 
government work, civil litigation and pro bono legal services. 
He worked for the Better Government Association for 
more than a dozen years, serving for 10 years as associate 
director and general counsel, and for two years as executive 
director. He also worked for the U.S. Justice Department as 
a special attorney in the criminal division’s Organized Crime 
and Racketeering Section. In addition, he spent five years as a 
partner with Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal LLP, where he 
oversaw the firm’s national pro bono program. 
Center for Open Government  
moves forward with open meetings case
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan was the guest speaker 
at a press forum that focused on utilizing Illinois’ new freedom 
of information and open meetings laws. Held in Chicago-Kent’s 
Abraham Lincoln Marovitz Courtroom, the forum was cosponsored 
by the law school’s new Center for Open Government. 
Illinois attorney general weighs in on “sunshine laws” 
L–R: Dean Harold Krent, Attorney General Lisa Madigan and Terrance Norton, 
director of the Center for Open Government
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Center for Open Government  
moves forward with open meetings case
New master’s program 
in Intellectual Property 
Management and Markets 
begins this fall
Applications are currently being 
accepted for Illinois Institute of 
Technology’s innovative new 
master’s program in Intellectual 
Property Management and Markets. 
This groundbreaking program is a 
collaborative effort of Chicago-Kent 
and IIT’s Stuart School of Business, 
Armour College of Engineering, 
Institute of Design, and Department 
of Computer Science. Classes are 
scheduled to begin August 7.
The program will fill a demand 
for professionals with the inter-
disciplinary training and ability to 
integrate a variety of outlooks and 
mindsets necessary for successful 
management of intellectual property 
portfolios. 
Applicants to the program reflect 
the diversity of backgrounds in 
the field. They include marketing 
professionals, attorneys, business 
and financial professionals, 
legal assistants, innovators and 
entrepreneurs, and engineers, to 
name a few. 
“There is a growing need for formal 
education in this space,” said Jackie 
Leimer, director of the program 
and distinguished IP practitioner-
in-residence at Chicago-Kent. 
“Although many professionals have 
succeeded in this field through 
their knowledge, experiences and 
diverse skills, the field has now 
matured to the point that it requires 
a more structured approach to 
ensure that future professionals will 
be able to provide leadership in IP 
management.” 
The program recognizes the need 
for skills-building to tackle real-world 
problems with real-world solutions. 
Members of the program’s advisory 
council are leading IP professionals 
in the consulting, legal and finance 
fields. They provide advice to the 
program and form the beginning 
of the network for students as they 
move into exciting and important new 
points in their careers. 
The program consists of one year 
of full-time study (30 credit hours) 
starting in the fall term and running 
through the following summer. Cours-
es track the life cycle of intellectual 
property from its inception to full 
exploitation. Electives covering basic 
instruction in the fields of engineering, 
law and business provide an oppor-
tunity to enhance or augment prior 
education or business experiences. 
For more information, contact the 
program director, Jackie Leimer, at 
312.906.5225, or visit the website at 
www.kentlaw.edu/academics/ipmm.
Third-year student Katya Manak, a member of Chicago-
Kent’s trial team, demonstrated a closing argument 
for Mexican law students who visited Chicago-Kent in 
December.
Chicago-Kent’s criminal 
litigation program assists 
Mexican legal community
Chicago-Kent and Tecnológico de Monterrey, 
one of Mexico’s leading private universities, 
are collaborating to provide training in criminal 
procedure, criminal law, trial advocacy and 
curriculum development for Mexican judges, 
practicing attorneys, law professors and 
students. The program aims to help Mexico’s 
legal community practice more effectively 
amid sweeping changes designed to make 
criminal proceedings more transparent. 
Funding is provided by a grant from the U.S. 
Agency for International Development (USAID)
and Higher Education for Development. 
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New audio, video and graphic enhance-
ments to A2J Author® software are 
making it easier for pro se litigants 
to access the legal system. Chicago-
Kent’s Center for Access to Justice & 
Technology, in partnership with the 
Center for Computer-Assisted Legal 
Instruction, in January released Access 
to Justice Author 3.0, an upgrade of the 
popular legal software already used 
by courts and legal aid programs in 
38 states to help low-income litigants 
find information and prepare forms 
for court.  
Available at no cost to anyone using 
it for noncommercial purposes, A2J 
Author 3.0 can be downloaded from 
the A2J Author community website at 
www.a2jauthor.org.
“A2J Author 3.0 features several 
exciting enhancements, many of 
which were suggested by users of our 
earlier versions,” said Professor Ronald 
Staudt, director of the Center for 
Access to Justice & Technology. 
“The upgrades in 3.0 improve both 
the end-user experience and the A2J 
Guided Interviews® authoring process. 
The biggest enhancement is the ability 
for A2J Guided Interview users to 
add video or graphics components 
to questions. This is an especially 
useful tool to further explain or model 
complex issues for A2J Author users.”
For information about acquiring 
a copy of the A2J Author software or 
general information on the A2J Author 
Program, visit www.a2jauthor.org.
Access to Justice  
software enhanced 
Free upgrade of award-winning legal software may be downloaded 
for noncommercial use at www.a2jauthor.orgA 2010 Sage Award for 
Francine Soliunas 
Francine Soliunas, assistant dean 
for strategy and student professional 
development and executive director 
of the Institute for Law and the 
Workplace, is the winner of a 2010 
Sage Award from Chicago Mayor 
Richard M. Daley (pictured below 
with Dean Soliunas) and the Chicago 
Commission on Human Relations 
Advisory Council on Women. Dean 
Soliunas was recognized for a 
lifetime of community and civic 
involvement. Her work at Chicago-
Kent includes direction of the Pre-Law 
Undergraduate Scholars Program, a 
summer program designed to attract 
disadvantaged college students and 
students from underrepresented racial 
and ethnic groups to legal careers.
Ron Staudt lauded as “Legal Rebel” for 
access-to-justice initiatives 
Professor Ronald Staudt was named one of 50 
“Legal Rebels Remaking the Profession” in the 
November issue of the ABA JournAl. In a profile 
titled Ronald Staudt: Web + Law = A2J, the 
magazine chronicled Professor Staudt’s work in 
bringing technology to bear on the delivery of 
legal services to low-income populations. 
The profile cites numerous of Professor Staudt’s Web-based initiatives, from 
Illinois Legal Aid Online and the Self-Help Web Desk to A2J Author® software for 
pro se litigants, now in use in 38 states, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, England, 
Australia, Canada and Singapore. 
One of the lawyers quoted in the profile was technology developer Marc 
Lauritsen, of Harvard, Massachusetts, who said of Professor Staudt: “He’s not 
your conventional lawyer: he’s down-to-earth and practical. But he’s also very 
visionary. It’s that combination of intellectual brilliance with a common touch.” 
“ Rebel with a Cause”
C-K CHRON IC L E
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On the scene at the ’Stache Bash 
With 194 votes, 1L student Daniel Crone took first-place 
honors last January in the inaugural Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Mustache Contest. Twelve 1Ls battled for the coveted prize 
after Professor Christopher Buccafusco, founder of the 
contest, posted their photos in the Spak and encouraged 
visitors to vote as many times as they liked for $1 per vote. 
Winners were announced at the ’Stache Bash, a mustache-
themed party at a Wrigleyville bar. Proceeds were donated 
to the Kent Justice Foundation. Above, winner Daniel Crone 
(in vest) gathers at the ’Stache Bash with (L–R) Professor 
Buccafusco, third-place winner Hendrik Veerhusen and 
second-place winner John Kresl. 
Professor Scott M. Matheson Jr., recipient of the 2009 Chicago-
Kent College of Law/Roy C. Palmer Civil Liberties Prize, 
discussed his winning book, Presidential Constitutionalism 
in Perilous Times, in a public lecture at Chicago-Kent in 
November. In attendance were alumnus Roy C. Palmer ’62 and 
his wife, Susan, who established the $10,000 prize in 2007 to 
honor an exemplary work of scholarship exploring the tension 
between civil liberties and national security in contemporary 
American society.
Presidential Constitutionalism in Perilous Times
explores the use of presidential power in times of crisis. The 
book analyzes executive branch actions that have raised serious 
constitutional 
concerns 
about 
individual 
liberties and 
separation 
of powers 
and offers 
guidance for 
presidents 
to balance 
security 
and liberty 
within our 
constitutional 
framework, 
with 
emphasis on the working relationships among the branches of 
government.
Professor Matheson holds the Hugh B. Brown Presidential 
Endowed Chair in Law at the University of Utah’s S.J. Quinney 
College of Law, where he served as dean from 1998 to 2006. He 
was the U.S. attorney for the District of Utah from 1993 to 1997. 
Prior to joining the University of Utah law faculty in 1985, he 
was an associate at the Washington, D.C., firm of Williams & 
Connolly.
In March 2010, President Obama nominated Professor 
Matheson to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. To 
learn more about the Palmer Prize and to view the 2009 lecture, 
visit www.kentlaw.edu/palmerprize.
Professor Scott M. Matheson Jr. talks about his award-
winning book, Presidential Constitutionalism in Perilous 
times, at a lecture at Chicago-Kent.
University of Utah 
constitutional law scholar 
wins 2009 Chicago-Kent/ 
Roy C. Palmer Civil  
Liberties Prize
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Ilana Diamond Rovner Appellate 
Advocacy competitors argue  
First Amendment case
Second-year student William Thayer has won the 18th annual Ilana Diamond 
Rovner Appellate Advocacy Competition, sponsored by the law school’s Moot 
Court Honor Society. The competition is named for Chicago-Kent graduate 
Ilana Diamond Rovner, 
judge of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Seventh 
Circuit. 
This year, students 
argued United States 
v. Stevens, a recent 
U.S. Supreme Court 
case that raised 
questions regarding the 
intersection of the First 
Amendment and animal 
law. Oral arguments 
were heard by the 
justices on October 
6, 2009. On April 20, 
2010, the Supreme 
Court handed down its decision, ruling that a federal law criminalizing the 
commercial creation, sale or possession of certain depictions of animal 
cruelty was substantially overbroad and therefore invalid under the First 
Amendment. 
In the final round of the Rovner Competition, William Thayer argued for 
the respondent, Robert Stevens, against second-year student Elizabeth Meyer. 
As the winner of that round, Mr. Thayer received the Ilana Diamond Rovner 
Award for Outstanding Appellate Advocate and a $1,000 scholarship.  
Ms. Meyer received a $500 scholarship from the Edmund G. Burke Scholarship 
Fund. 
Second-year student Keith Southam received the Fay Clayton Award for 
Outstanding Oralist and a $500 scholarship. Benjamin Thomassen, also a 
second-year student, received the Ralph L. Brill Award for Best Brief and a 
$500 scholarship. 
Ms. Clayton, who graduated with honors from Chicago-Kent in 1978, and 
Professor Ralph Brill, a member of the faculty since 1961 and founder of the 
law school’s legal research and writing program and moot court program, 
presented the awards to the winners. 
The final round of competition was judged by a distinguished panel that 
included the Honorable Richard D. Cudahy, senior circuit judge of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit; David A. Erickson, a retired Illinois 
appellate court justice who directs Chicago-Kent’s trial advocacy program; 
and Susann MacLachlan, a clinical professor and associate director of the 
Center for Advocacy and Dispute Resolution at the John Marshall Law School. 
Professor MacLachlan, who teaches a course in animal law, was a signatory 
to an amicus brief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court in the Stevens case. 
Thirty-four students competed in this year’s event. 
Holocaust scholar discusses  
Nazi legal strategies 
“The Nazi Obsession with Legalizing 
the Holocaust” was the topic of 
a lecture by holocaust scholar 
Harry Reicher (center), scholar-in-
residence at Touro Law Center and 
adjunct professor at the University 
of Pennsylvania Law School. The 
lecture was presented by Chicago-
Kent’s Institute for Law and the 
Humanities and co-sponsored by the 
Chicago-Kent chapter of the American 
Constitution Society, the Kent Justice 
Foundation, and the Jewish Law 
Students Association (Decalogue). 
Second-year students Elizabeth Meyer and William Thayer, second- 
and first-place winners, respectively, of the Ilana Diamond Rovner 
Appellate Advocacy Competition
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Partnership with Taiwan’s Soochow University 
focuses on practicing lawyers 
Chicago-Kent and Soochow University 
School of Law in Taiwan have signed 
an agreement to establish a training 
program for Taiwanese lawyers that 
can culminate in an LLM degree from 
Chicago-Kent. The agreement was 
initialed in March by Chicago-Kent 
Dean Harold J. Krent and Soochow Dean 
Ivor Y.H. Yang.
Under the terms of the agreement, 
Chicago-Kent faculty will go to Taiwan 
to teach a four-course, graduate-
level program at Soochow University. 
Upon completion of the course work, 
Soochow students can receive advanced 
standing of 10 credits toward the 24 
needed to earn the master of laws 
(LLM) degree from Chicago-Kent. 
The students will spend their second 
semester in the United States at 
Chicago-Kent, where they will complete 
their degree requirements.
The agreement also creates a 
unique summer training program that 
allows Taiwanese lawyers to immerse 
themselves in the law of mainland 
China, and allows Chinese lawyers on 
the mainland, particularly Chicago-Kent 
alumni, to learn Taiwanese law. The 
program will be offered in Taiwan and 
on the mainland in alternating years.
Chicago-Kent also offers special over-
seas training programs in Hangzhou, 
Beijing and Shanghai, China; Gdan´sk 
and Wrocław, Poland; and Bangkok, 
Thailand.
New civil rights award named for Professor Sheldon Nahmod 
IIT’s first annual Sheldon H. Nahmod Civil Rights Award went to a group of 
students from IIT and Chicago’s Gage Park High School who are working 
together to create a memorial commemorating Dr. Martin Luther King’s 1966 
equal housing marches in Chicago. Sponsored by IIT’s Office of Multicultural 
Student Services, the award is named to honor Professor Nahmod’s 
scholarship in civil rights and civil liberties. Above, Professor Nahmod (front 
row, right) joined teacher Victor Harbison (front row, left) of Gage Park High 
School and Studio Associate Professor Thomas J. McLeish (front row, center) 
of the IIT College of Architecture in congratulating the student honorees at the 
January awards ceremony.
Centennial Lecture addresses 
U.S. trade policy 
“U.S. Trade Policy: Why the Drift 
Is Dangerous” was the topic of 
Chicago-Kent’s 2010 Centennial 
Lecture, delivered by international 
trade economist Jagdish Bhagwati, 
a professor at Columbia University 
and a senior fellow for international 
economics at the Council on Foreign 
Relations. 
Dean Ivor Y.H. Yang (left) of Soochow University School of 
Law in Taiwan and Dean Harold J. Krent
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2009–10 Appellate 
Advocacy Competition 
Results 
Appellate Lawyers Association  
Moot Court Competition
National Champions 
Jocelyn Floyd ’10 
Maris Mapolski ’10
Thomas Tang Moot Court 
Competition 
Regional Finalists and National 
Semifinalists 
Geetu Naik ’10 
Nidhi Soni ’10
National Moot Court Competition
Regional Finalists and National 
Octofinalists 
Erin Duncomb ’10 
Amanda Hillmann ’10 
Allison Sues ’10
Philip C. Jessup International  
Law Moot Court Competition 
Regional Finalists and 27th 
ranked team in the world in 
international rounds 
Angelena Bertera ’10 
Varun Chandrasekaran ’11 
Ryan Kovach ’11 
Kevin Lahm ’11 
Maria Richardson ’10
Thurgood A. Marshall Memorial 
Moot Court Competition
National Third Place 
Mark Mazzone ’11 
Yevgeniy Novikov ’11
National Cultural Heritage Law 
Moot Court Competition 
National Semifinalists 
Nicole Elipas ’10 
Gabrielle Goodwin ’10 
Priscilla Singer ’11
Moot Court National 
Championship
National Quarterfinalists 
Laura Elkayam ’10 
Chloe Long ’10 
Vincent Smolczynski ’10 
National Child Welfare & 
Adoption Law Moot Court 
Competition
National Quarterfinalists 
Jessica Bolack ’11 
Nicholas Cordell ’11 
Stephen Scovil ’11
National Latina/o Law Students 
Association National Moot Court 
Competition
National Quarterfinalists 
Crystal Correa ’11 
Priscilla Singer ’11
ABA National Appellate 
Advocacy Competition 
Regional Finalists 
Rebecca Graham ’11 
William Thayer ’11 
Benjamin Thomassen ’11
Chicago Bar Association  
Moot Court Competition
National Octofinalists
Karlyn Ruth Meyer ’10 
Joseph Panza ’10 
Richard Shulman ’10
National Octofinalists
Michael Elliott ’10 
Amanda Schackart ’10 
Evan A. Evans Constitutional 
Law Moot Court Competition
National Octofinalists
Mariana Karampelas ’11 
Keith Southam ’11
2009–10 Trial Advocacy 
Competition Results 
Texas Young Lawyers 
Association National Trial 
Competition 
Regional Champions and 
National Semifinalists 
Charles Prochaska ’10 
Damien Clark ’10
Additional Chicago-Kent team 
Julie Levinson ’11 
Colleen Bisher ’10 
Jeremiah Lewellen ’11
National Pretrial Competition
National Finalists
William Allen ’10 
Rachael Sinnen ’11 
Joseph Carlasare ’12 
Colleen Bisher ’10
National Ethics Trial Competition
National Semifinalists
William Allen ’10 
Rachael Sinnen ’11 
Joseph Carlasare ’12 
Ryan Nolte ’11
ABA Section of Labor & 
Employment Law Student Trial 
Advocacy Competition
Regional Champions and 
National Semifinalists
Jennifer Hofman ’10 
Chinell McCarthy ’10 
Christopher Zdarsky ’10 
Elise Waisbren ’11
National Institute for Trial 
Advocacy Tournament of 
Champions
National Semifinalists 
Charles Prochaska ’10 
Damien Clark ’10 
Julie Levinson ’11  
Jeremiah Lewellen ’11
Thurgood Marshall Mock Trial 
Competition
Regional Finalists and National 
Quarterfinalists
Janelle Fairchild ’11 
Katrice Hall ’10 
Clyde Guilamo ’11 
Adella Deacon ’11
Buffalo-Niagara Invitational Mock 
Trial Tournament 
National Quarterfinalists 
Patricia Berlin ’11 
Katya Manak ’10 
Kylie Hannan ’10 
Karolina Zielinska ’11
American Association for 
Justice Student Trial Advocacy 
Competition
Regional Finalists
Patricia Berlin ’11 
Katya Manak ’10 
Kylie Hannan ’10 
Karolina Zielinska ’11
TRIAL AND APPELLATE ADVOCACY
Another Banner Year 
Once again, Chicago-Kent students excelled in trial and appellate advocacy  
competition at the regional, national and international levels. Congratulations  
to our 2009–10 competitors. 
Maris Mapolski ’10 (left) and Jocelyn Floyd 
’10 are the national champions of the 2009 
Appellate Lawyers Association Moot Court 
Competition. 
Damien Clark ’10 (left) and Charles 
Prochaska ’10, winners of the 2010 
National Trial Competition Region 8 
championship, placed in the final four in 
the national round of competition. 
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In this issue of our magazine, we introduce you to nine 
alumni who have mastered the art of the enduring friend-
ship, with value added. Like many of our graduates, these 
alumni have parlayed close friendships from law school 
into successful partnerships in law and business. 
Each year at orientation, I advise our 1ls that the person 
sitting to their left or to their right could become the key 
to their future careers. As the years pass, I’m struck by 
how often this prediction hits the mark. That so many of 
our alumni go on to run law firms and businesses together 
only underscores the staying power of relationships 
formed at Chicago-Kent and sustained by shared values 
and mutual trust.   
The alumni groups profiled in the following pages, all of 
them old friends, have worked together professionally for a 
grand total of 83 years. I hope you enjoy their stories. 
Dean Harold J. Krent
THE TIES THAT BIND
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They’re old softball buddies. “But 
I was better,” Steve Harris ’81 says 
laughingly. When it comes to 
his law partnership with Richard 
Kessler ’82, however, competitive 
advantage is quickly replaced by 
mutual regard.
“We’re both intense,” says Rick. 
“Steve is more approachable. I’m 
more in your face. But we have a 
common goal: to take care of clients 
and staff as if they were family.”
“Rick is a good person to the core,” 
says Steve. “He’s very consistent 
and walks a straight line. I’m more 
excited and emotionally driven. I’m 
more like the line on a stock market 
chart. He’s a great complement.”
Steve met Rick through Steve’s 
younger brother Mitch, who was 
friends with Rick at the University 
of Illinois. All three played on the 
same softball team, with Steve and 
Rick moving on to law school and 
Mitch moving on to medical school.
After Rick graduated from 
Chicago-Kent, he worked as a  
prosecutor for the Lake County 
State’s Attorneys Office, criminal  
division, while Steve worked for the  
Northern Trust tax group. From 
1984 to 1986, they worked together 
in a small downtown Chicago firm, 
then Rick set up a practice in 
Richard Kessler ’82 (left) and Steve Harris ’81 have practiced law together since 1995—for 12 years in 
their own firm and more recently with McDonald Hopkins LLC, which merged with their firm in 2007.
ALUMNI PROFILES
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Highland Park. In 1990, he left law 
altogether to trade options, hated 
it, and in 1991 opened his own 
boutique litigation firm. Steve had 
his own practice by then, “on the 
corporate deal-making side,” and 
they would send referrals back  
and forth.
In 1995, the idea of joining practices 
was broached.
“We thought about it for 30 seconds,” 
recalls Rick, who moved into a 
former closet in Steve’s space. “For 
nine months,” he says, “Steve was 
in opulence, and I was in an interior 
space. If that didn’t do in our friend-
ship, nothing will.”
In 1996, the law firm of Harris 
Kessler & Goldstein moved to a 
more comfortable setting at 640 
North LaSalle and built their firm 
until they merged with McDonald 
Hopkins LLC in February 2007. 
“We needed to expand our platform 
in Chicago,” explains Steve. Their 
15-lawyer firm didn’t have expertise 
in intellectual property and restruc-
turing/bankruptcy and were losing 
business to larger firms because of it.
Since the merger, they don’t work 
together often, but one skill set 
leads to another. 
“I’m the deal person,” Steve says. “If 
the deal goes south, the case may go 
to litigation, in which case I’ll rely 
on Rick. I know it will be a seamless 
transition. I trust him implicitly. 
He’s like a brother. Whether it’s 
meetings or business opportunities, 
I know he’ll protect me.”
Rick echoes the sentiment. 
“Communication, trust and respect 
are the basis of any relationship, 
personal or business.” He says 
he’s seen too many former friends 
“ripping each other’s hearts out over 
the almighty dollar. We won’t let 
that happen.”
When Steve served two terms this 
past decade as Deerfield’s mayor, 
Rick stumped for his friend, and 
Steve says he was able to balance 
the political and professional 
dimensions “in large part because 
of Rick.” In turn, he felt his political 
involvement helped give their firm 
“some cachet.”
Their friendship also comes in 
handy with prospective clients. 
“There’s a chemistry,” Rick says, 
“that creates a level of confidence 
when they see how we work 
together. We finish each other’s 
sentences.”
Rick says he would encourage 
young attorneys to consider  
partnerships. “It’s a great way to  
get through what is sometimes 
a difficult way to make a living. 
Having someone with whom you 
share a common goal, whom you 
respect and trust, makes that road 
a lot easier to travel. When you find 
that magic, you hold on to it.”
Steve calls law “a great profession 
but a tough business. The pleasure 
comes from working through the 
ups and downs with a friend. We’re 
one of the lucky ones. We’ve been 
able to grow the firm and our friend-
ship at the same time. I appreciate 
the risk. If the business goes awry, 
the friendship could follow suit. But 
that risk never stopped us. It feels 
just as good today as it did in 1995.” 
Extra Innings
“ We’re both intense,” says  
Rick. “Steve is more 
approachable. I’m more in 
your face. But we have a 
common goal: to take care  
of clients and staff as if they 
were family.”
Steve Harris and Richard Kessler
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“Chicago-Kent provided a wonderful 
atmosphere for the development of 
friendships,” says Martha Swatek 
’92. “Several lifelong friendships 
came out of my years there.”
One of those was with Michelle 
Adams ’92, who later became 
Martha’s law partner. Today 
their five-attorney firm, Adams 
Swatek LLC, in Geneva, focuses 
on insurance defense and medical 
malpractice litigation. 
As students, Michelle and Martha 
were assigned to the same section 
and took most of their classes 
together. 
“We clicked and remained friends,” 
says Michelle.
After graduation, they 
went separate ways but 
stayed in touch.
Michelle took a position 
with the city of Chicago 
while Martha worked for 
a medium-size law firm in down-
town Chicago. After a year, Michelle 
wanted to work closer to home, so 
she joined the firm of Connelly, 
Mustes & Schroeder in Geneva, 
where she practiced insurance 
defense law.
“We still talked often and socialized 
together,” Michelle says. “I called 
her for advice on my first day in a 
civil courtroom.”
Three years later, when Martha 
was looking to move, Michelle 
asked her firm, now Connelly & 
Schroeder, to interview her friend. 
Martha was hired in 1996. In 1999, 
the firm’s partners, who were 
also friends, amicably disbanded, 
and the remaining partner, John 
Schroeder, proposed that the two 
women form a partnership with him 
and his daughter. John, whom both 
women describe as an outstanding 
mentor, gradually scaled back 
his involvement until 2005, when 
Michelle and Martha formed their 
own firm.
As friends and as business partners, 
Michelle says, “We’re alike and 
yet different. You need both in a 
partnership.” While both friends 
market the firm and handle a full 
caseload, Michelle is happy to let 
Martha handle the budgets and 
bookkeeping, while Martha defers 
when it comes to 401(k) plans and 
human resources matters. 
They complement one another. 
“We know what the other thinks,” 
says Michelle. “We agree on the big 
things and don’t unreasonably focus 
on the small things.”
“We’re not exactly the same,” says 
Martha, “but we have the same 
values and the same sense of 
humor.” And the same goal: “To run 
a business and control how our lives 
are progressing.”
 
“ We know what the other thinks,”  
says Michelle. “We agree on the  
big things and don’t unreasonably 
focus on the small things.”
Well-Placed  Complements
Michelle Adams and Martha Swatek
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Michelle Adams ’92 (left) and Martha Swatek ’92 became friends during their first year of law school and are now partners in the litigation firm of 
Adams Swatek LLC in Geneva, Illinois.
In a partnership, “you have to focus 
on your strengths,” says Michelle, 
“but also know your weaknesses and 
know which partner fits which task.” 
When they market their firm to a 
prospective client, she says, “We’ve 
gained experience in knowing when 
to talk law and when to bring in 
comic relief and how to do that.” 
Having a friend as a business 
partner is comforting in a field that 
sees its share of conflict. “Every 
day,” Martha says, “to know you 
have someone to rely on is an 
amazing feeling.” They talk several 
times each day about business and 
share laughs. “It lightens the work-
load,” she says.
For young lawyers who might 
be thinking about a business 
partnership, Martha advises not 
to take the decision lightly. “We 
were friends for eight years before 
our partnership,” she says. “We 
worked together for four years 
before becoming partners. Running 
a business was not an off-the-cuff 
decision. You have to ask, ‘Do we 
really want to run a firm?’”
Before taking that step, Michelle 
says, evaluate your friendship and 
ask yourself, “Do I trust this person? 
Make sure you trust and like them, 
because you’ll be spending a lot of 
time with them and making impor-
tant decisions together. But more 
importantly, ensure that you want 
that person to succeed as much as 
you want yourself to succeed.”
Well-Placed  Complements
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David Kiefer ’91 used to ride his 
1972 Honda CB450 motorcycle  
to Chicago-Kent, even in the dead  
of winter.
“He was known as ‘the Motorcycle 
Guy,’” Lauren (Lebold) Kiefer ’92 
recalls. They were taking a summer 
class, Accounting for Lawyers, when 
David worked up the courage to ask 
Lauren out. They married in 1993, 
and together started a business in 
1997. They have a daughter, Maura, 
13, and a son, Mark, 11. 
David never intended to practice 
law but wanted to get into the legal 
technology business while it was in 
its infancy. He applied to Chicago-
Kent, he notes, because it had “the 
world’s leading program in legal 
technology.”
Working with Professor Ron Staudt, 
he was instrumental in building the 
first fully computerized law school 
casebook, which won an award for 
curriculum innovation in higher 
education. After graduating, David 
worked as programming director for 
the Center for Computer-Assisted 
Legal Instruction (CALI), based at 
Chicago-Kent, then joined TechLaw, 
an international legal technology 
consulting firm.
In 1995, he and Lauren moved to 
Georgia to open TechLaw’s Atlanta 
office, and in 1997, he started his 
own company, DocAuto, which 
initially specialized in legal docu-
ment automation and document 
management. Since 2001, DocAuto 
has grown into a highly specialized 
software development company 
with more than 600 customers 
around the world, most of which  
are large law firms.
“We develop software that gives fine 
control over content management 
systems, especially in implementing 
‘matter-centric’ environments,” 
David says, allowing firms to 
combine information from many 
systems and present it in the most 
efficient way to each individual 
attorney.
Lauren is DocAuto’s CFO. After 
practicing law in Chicago and 
Atlanta for a few years, she tran-
sitioned to handling the financial 
details of the business as it grew.
“I haven’t looked back,” she says. 
“We initially started the company  
in our basement, but now we have  
offices in Atlanta, New York, Chicago, 
Los Angeles and Austin, Texas. 
We also work with more than 40 
resellers all over the world.” Travel  
is far-flung: David just returned 
from business trips to Sydney, 
Melbourne, Singapore, Hong Kong, 
London and Copenhagen.
Both say communication 
— lots of it — is key, 
whether in business or in 
a family.
Wired for 
Communication
ALUMNI PROFILES
David and Lauren Kiefer
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David Kiefer ’91 and Lauren (Lebold) Kiefer ’92 founded an Atlanta-based software development 
company, DocAuto, that caters to large law firms worldwide.
Though neither practices law, 
David and Lauren agree that 
having a law degree is critical 
to entrepreneurship. Having a 
spouse as a business partner, 
they note, has advantages and 
disadvantages. “We talk about 
business all the time,” says 
David. “We’re never ‘off duty,’ 
which can be annoying.” But this 
means that each has someone 
“who understands emotionally 
what’s going on,” which allows 
for much greater coordination, 
whether it’s with kids, employees 
or other endeavors, like Lauren’s 
involvement as board president 
of Georgia Shakespeare.
“Our work is highly technical, 
and I have a lot of respect for 
what David does,” Lauren says. 
“Similarly, he knows that he can 
trust me to be sure all of the 
financial aspects of the business 
are handled appropriately.”
Both say communication — lots  
of it — is key, whether in business 
or in a family. 
To young Chicago-Kent gradu-
ates looking to start ventures 
with friends, Lauren would 
advise, “Work for somebody else 
first. Find out what works and 
what doesn’t. You have to be very 
open and honest about every-
thing. If the business partnership 
isn’t working, get out. Preserve 
the friendship.”
She also remembers some wise 
advice from one of her profes-
sors: “The reason for having a 
partnership agreement is not 
for when times are good, but for 
when things are falling apart.”
David and Lauren Kiefer
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“If we got through law school,  
we’d sink or swim together.”
That’s how Dick Eicksteadt ’66 
describes the alliance struck 45 
years ago with lifelong friends  
and law partners Norm Pollock ’64 
and Harvey Meyers ’65. 
Norm, Harvey and Dick attended 
Marengo High School together 
during the 1950s. They went into  
the service at the same time and 
then to college. They were all Cubs 
fans, all Lutherans, all liked pitching 
horseshoes.
“We were all on the same page,” says 
Harvey.
Norm was the first to enter Chicago-
Kent. Norm encouraged Harvey 
to follow. “He had already talked 
to Dean Zacharias about me,” says 
Harvey. 
Harvey Meyers ’65 (left), Richard Eicksteadt ’66 (center) and Norman Pollock ’64, friends since 
high school, have practiced law together in Marengo, Illinois, for more than 40 years.
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Dick arrived next, graduating the 
year after Harvey.
“Thinking back,” says Norm, “it took 
a lot of gall for three young guys 
to set up a practice.” Their wives 
worked while the new attorneys 
looked for clients.
“Not many young attorneys were 
coming to McHenry County then,” 
says Harvey. “The judges were 
happy to see us, and so were the 
older attorneys.” 
The older attorneys referred cases to 
them that no one else wanted. “They 
would say, ‘Bring an empty brief-
case and we’ll fill it with files.’ Three 
thousand dollars was a big case for 
us in those days,” Harvey says.
They were in business about a 
month, Norm recalls, when they 
took on a felony battery case. Norm 
had worked for three different firms 
during law school and had learned a 
few things. 
“The judge called the case and 
asked if we were ready for trial. We 
said, ‘Yes, your honor.’ The state’s 
attorney was dumbfounded and 
said, ‘Do you realize this is a jury 
trial?’” Norm and Harvey knew the 
other side wasn’t ready to produce 
the complaining witness, who was 
out of state. The prosecution was 
unable to proceed, and the court 
dismissed the case. 
“Knowledge of the system was 
helpful,” Norm says.
So was small-town interconnected-
ness. “They used to call us ‘Hart, 
Schaffner and Marx,’” recalls Dick, 
“or just the Marx Brothers.”
Practicing in a small town doesn’t 
mean they didn’t have some big 
cases. Dick had one personal injury 
case (Pyne v. Witmer) that went to 
the Illinois Supreme Court and set a 
precedent for the doctrine of respon-
deat superior.
“Dick is a real bulldog,” says Harvey. 
But Dick also admits to being a 
procrastinator who was often up 
working on cases until 3 a.m. His 
wife would sleep on the couch 
to keep him company. Norm, he 
notes, was much 
more organized and 
disciplined. The 
consensus on Harvey 
is that he’s the most 
laid back of the three. 
“You need to know 
when to push and 
when not to,” says 
Harvey. “You don’t 
have to use the heavy 
axe all the time.” 
All three learned, says Norm, “If 
you’re tough but fair and respect the 
other side, eventually it works out to 
your benefit. We ended up repre-
senting a lot of the people we sued.”
Norm and Harvey handled the 
business matters, which was 
just fine with Dick. All three had 
different concentrations. “We never 
got in each other’s way,” he says.
But they stayed fast friends. So did 
their wives. They all go out to dinner 
every Friday. “Norm walks over to 
take care of my dog when we’re 
gone,” says Dick. “I would trust both 
of them with my checkbook. There 
are no secrets between us.”
All three say a successful partner-
ship involves knowing your partners 
well and trusting them. “We knew 
one another for 10 to 12 years before 
we started,” says Harvey. “It was not 
a casual friendship.”
“We had a lot of fights and argu-
ments and fun,” says Norm. “And 
we’re still together. I’m glad I did 
this with friends. I wouldn’t have 
done it any other way.”
 
All three say a successful 
partnership involves knowing your 
partners well and trusting them. 
“We knew one another for 10 
to 12 years before we started,” 
says Harvey. “It was not a casual 
friendship.”
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When Mariangela Monteiro graduated 
from St. Olaf College in Minnesota 
in 1999, she decided to stay in the 
Midwest rather than return to her 
native Maryland, so she joined the 
AmeriCorps VISTA program and took  
a community organizing position  
with the Chicago Alliance for  
Neighborhood Safety.
“We worked on crime reduction 
and other public safety issues,” she 
recalls. During her two-year stint, 
she met lawyers from the ACLU and 
First Defense Legal Aid whose work 
impressed her.
“That’s when I decided to go to law 
school,” says Mariangela. “It seemed 
a natural fit.”
It also fit with family history. Her 
father was a Peace Corps volunteer  
in Kenya in the 1960s. Her mother did 
an internship with an urban teaching 
program in the Washington, D.C.,  
public schools on the way to a mas-
ter’s degree in teaching through Trinity 
College. Mariangela was the first attor-
ney in her family, but “the atmosphere 
at home encouraged work in the pub-
lic interest,” she says.
During her second year at Chicago-
Kent, Mariangela attended the 
Midwest Public Interest Law Career 
Conference at Northwestern University 
and landed an internship with Equip 
for Equality (EFE), a nonprofit that 
provides free legal services for people 
with disabilities. With four offices 
throughout Illinois, EFE addresses civil 
rights and special education issues 
and also investigates systemic abuse 
and neglect cases.
Mariangela continued working 
for EFE part time in her third year at 
Chicago-Kent, then joined the orga-
nization after graduation as a staff 
attorney and manager of the Traumatic 
Brain Injury Project.
Head injury issues cover the entire 
life span, Mariangela says, and are 
caused by everything from shaken 
baby syndrome to domestic violence 
incidents and household mishaps. 
Car accidents are the most common 
cause in the cases that Mariangela 
sees. Legal issues involve education, 
employment, self determination and 
physical access.
Recently, she says, her program 
has seen an increase in the number 
Support the Chicago-Kent Loan Repayment        Assistance Program (LRAP)
Twenty-nine Chicago-Kent graduates who work in 
public interest law have received monetary awards this 
year to help offset their student debt, thanks to the law 
school’s Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP).
Designed to assist Chicago-Kent graduates who have 
opted to work in public interest law despite the burden 
of student loan repayments, our program has awarded 
more than $40,000 during its second year of operation. 
This year’s awardees can be found in organizations 
as diverse as Cabrini Green Legal Aid, the Office of 
the Cook County Public Guardian, Equip for Equality, 
Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing, the Miami-
Dade Public Defender’s Office, the Cook County State’s 
Attorney’s Office, and the Legal Assistance Foundation 
of Metropolitan Chicago. 
Meet LRAP awardee  
Mariangela Monteiro ’04 
Public interest lawyer Mariangela Monteiro helps clients, from 
shaken babies to injured veterans, cope with traumatic brain 
injuries 
“ In this modest way, 
we can lend a hand 
to those who have 
sacrificed financially 
to work in the public 
interest.” 
  —Dean Harold J. Krent 
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of veterans returning from Iraq and 
Afghanistan who face barriers to 
employment as a result of an injury. 
Many were injured by roadside bombs 
and want to work but need assistance.
“They say, ‘I can do the job. I just 
need reasonable accommodations,’” 
Mariangela says. Equip for Equality 
advocates for them, bolstered by 
provisions in the Americans with 
Disabilities Act.
“We’ve tried to do more outreach to 
that population,” she adds, “through 
the V.A. and other organizations that 
work with vets, such as the Legal As-
sistance Foundation and the Attorney 
General’s Office.”
Mariangela also facilitates an 
advisory council, made up of people 
with disabilities, family members, 
advocates and service providers, who 
meet quarterly to discuss trends and 
advocacy strategy.
The work, she says, is “challenging 
and rewarding. It’s always an 
adventure. You never know how the 
day will unfold or who will inspire 
you.” She also enjoys supervising 
and mentoring legal interns, volunteer 
attorneys and pro bono attorneys.
“It’s very, very rewarding to work 
with students who are trying it on, 
seeing what it would be like.”
In April, Mariangela received a 2010 
Abraham Lincoln Marovitz Public 
Interest Award from the Chicago-Kent 
Alumni Association. Mariangela has 
also been selected as a 2010 awardee 
of Chicago-Kent’s Loan Repayment 
Assistance Program. “It’s a balancing 
act working in public interest and 
carrying significant student loan debt,” 
she says. “This award has helped 
make that balancing act a little easier.
“LRAP also sends a message to 
students and attorneys that Chicago-
Kent supports public interest work and 
the students who decide to go into 
that field.”
Support the Chicago-Kent Loan Repayment        Assistance Program (LRAP)
This year’s recipients, all of whom graduated between 
1999 and 2009, carry student debt loads ranging from 
$61,000 to $253,000. To be eligible for funding, applicants 
must earn less than $56,000 per year. 
Chicago-Kent’s loan repayment initiative is funded 
through the generosity of Chicago-Kent alumni and 
students who give annually to the LRAP Fund. We’re 
off to a good start, but the need for an expanded 
endowment is significant. For information about 
contributing to the fund, please contact Elizabeth 
Turley, assistant dean for institutional advancement, at 
eturley@kentlaw.edu or 312.906.5241. Contributions may 
be made online at www.kentlaw.edu/give.
To apply for an LRAP Award or for more information, 
visit www.kentlaw.edu/publicinterest/lrap.
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Professor Joan Steinman 
is the author of two newly 
revised volumes of the 
Wright, et al., Federal 
Practice and Procedure 
treatise. Volumes 14B and 
14C of the treatise are 
devoted to the removal of 
cases from state court to 
federal court and to the 
remand of removed cases. 
A faculty member since 1977, 
Professor Steinman teaches 
courses in civil procedure, 
complex litigation, appellate 
courts and federal courts. She 
is the author of articles on 
removal, supplemental juris-
diction, the effects of case 
consolidation on litigants’ 
procedural rights, appellate 
jurisdiction and other proce-
dural issues. 
How is the Federal Practice 
and Procedure treatise used? 
Wright and Miller’s FederAl 
PrActice And Procedure treatise is 
used by law students, lawyers, staff 
attorneys and law clerks to judges, 
as well as by judges and professors, 
who seek a detailed overview of 
federal procedural law and an excel-
lent start in doing legal research into 
such matters. 
The text provides both overview  
and expert analysis, while the 
extensive footnotes provide citations 
to legislation and codified rules, 
scholarship, American Law Institute 
positions, and, most of all, case law 
that attorneys, whatever their role, 
can rely upon in their research into 
and study of an area of procedural 
law. The treatise as a whole covers 
criminal procedure, civil procedure, 
jurisdiction and related matters, and 
evidence as well.
How did you become  
involved in authoring the 
removal volumes? 
A good many years ago, I received 
a phone call from Mary Kay Kane, 
who was a professor and dean at 
the University of California, Hastings 
College of the Law. She had been 
working on the treatise for many 
years and was familiar with a number 
of articles I had written. 
Mary Kay asked whether I would be 
interested in taking on the volume 
on venue. I told her, sincerely, that 
I felt honored to be asked to work 
on the treatise because I think it is 
an outstanding work and because 
most of the authors teach at top-tier 
schools, but that I thought I’d die of 
boredom if I had to read and write 
about all the cases on venue. I asked 
whether any other volumes were 
available. 
Mary Kay knew that I had written a lot 
about removal and remand, and she 
said she would ask Arthur Miller if 
he would be willing to give up those 
volumes. He agreed, and so I started 
to do the annual supplements to the 
two volumes on those subjects. 
How do the new editions  
differ from previous editions?
Wright & Miller doesn’t do a second 
edition, a third edition, and the like, 
as such. But, on a rolling basis, 
authors constantly revise and replace 
old volumes. 
The publisher’s choice of volumes to 
be replaced depends on such things 
as how long ago a volume last was 
published and how much the perti-
nent law has changed. The latter is 
determined by whether important 
statutory or Rule changes have been 
made, whether significant Supreme 
Court cases have been decided, 
A Conversation with  
Professor Joan Steinman
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and generally how much the lower 
federal courts have been developing 
the pertinent law. When a pocket part 
has had to become an independent 
supplement, and the supplement has 
gotten awfully big, it’s usually time to 
replace the volume itself.
The new volume will reflect the 
writing style of the current author. 
More important, it will reflect the new 
author’s integration of developments 
into the preexisting text, which may 
require substantial rewriting. 
The new volume will expand the 
treatment of areas of law in which 
there have been significant develop-
ments. It will discuss all of the relevant  
U.S. Supreme Court cases and 
noteworthy cases from the courts of 
appeals and district courts as well. 
It will, of course, also integrate into 
the footnotes the citations of cases 
decided since the last revision, and  
it will eliminate citations to older 
cases that no longer enjoy much 
precedential or persuasive value. 
Although the treatise once aimed to 
be utterly exhaustive in its citation of 
cases, the explosion of law has made 
that goal impractical. The publisher 
now believes that the treatise’s 
special value lies in the expertise 
that its authors bring to bear in their 
analyses and in their views as to the 
best of competing views of what the 
law should be. 
What do you find most  
challenging and most 
rewarding about this process? 
A project like this involves an endless 
amount of extremely detail-oriented 
work; that poses its own sort of chal-
lenge, because you want everything 
to be right. But the reward comes in 
knowing that when you bring cases 
or other developments in the law to 
the attention of the readers of the 
volumes, and when you analyze 
where those developments fit into the 
fabric of doctrine, how those devel-
opments move the law, and whether 
they are desirable or undesirable, 
you are in a position to influence the 
thinking of countless lawyers and 
scholars, judges and legislators. 
Your influence derives from a 
combination of the reputation of the 
treatise—which is a legacy created 
by others—and the thoroughness 
and cogency of your own thinking. 
That’s what’s most exciting, to me, 
about being part of Wright & Miller.
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S LORI B.  ANDREWS presented a talk on direct-to-
consumer advertising for genetic 
tests at a March of Dimes-
sponsored press conference in 
New York last summer. Reporters 
from the neW York tiMes, various 
magazines, CBS, ABC and 
other media outlets attended the 
event. Professor Andrews also 
gave a speech on gene patents 
in July at the American Bar 
Association’s annual meeting. 
This spring, she discussed gene 
patents on “60 Minutes” with 
CBS correspondent Morley Safer. 
Professor Andrews 
contributed a chapter titled 
Assessing Values to Set Policies 
for Consent, Storage and Use 
of Tissue and Information in 
Biobanks to neW chAllenges 
For BioBAnks: ethics, lAW And 
governAnce (K. Dierickx & P. 
Borry eds., Intersentia 2009).
BERNADETTE ATUAHENE  
presented a paper titled  
“Financial Compensation for 
Massive Human Rights Viola-
tions: The Case of South Africa” 
in September at the Regional 
Colloquium on Globalization of 
Law, International Organizations 
and International Law, hosted 
by Northwestern University and 
the American Bar Foundation. In 
February, she presented a paper 
titled “Property Rights and the 
Demands of Transformation” at 
the UCLA School of Law’s Critical 
Race Studies Colloquium. 
In January, Professor 
Atuahene was invited by Arianna 
Huffington to become a featured 
blogger for the huFFington Post. 
Professor Atuahene’s blog 
entries include Haiti: Has God 
Turned His Back on the Country? 
and We Need to Anticipate 
Terrorists, Not React to Them. 
Based on the latter post, the 
BBC Radio program “World 
Have Your Say” invited her to 
participate in a one-hour show 
in January. Later that month, she 
spoke about the Nigerian man 
arrested for allegedly trying to 
blow up a U.S.-bound airliner on 
Christmas Day and about Haiti 
on “International Sunday School 
Broadcast,” a Rainbow PUSH-
sponsored talk show that is 
regularly broadcast on Chicago’s 
Cable25 on Sunday mornings.
Professor Atuahene’s 
article Things Fall Apart: The 
Illegitimacy of Property Rights 
in the Context of Past Property 
Theft was published in 51 
ArizonA lAW revieW 829 (2009). 
She also wrote an op-ed titled 
Congress Must Do More for 
Those Evicted, which was 
published in October by the 
Athens (Ga.) BAnner-herAld and 
four other regional newspapers. 
KIMBERLY D. BAILEY 
was invited to speak in October 
at the “Perspectives on Justice” 
symposium at the University 
of South Carolina School of 
Law. Her topic was “There Is 
a Stranger in My House: Re-
Examining the Criminal Justice 
System’s ‘Political’ Treatment 
of ‘Private’ Violence.” She was 
also invited to present “Lost in 
Translation” in March as a work-
in-progress at the Southeast/
Southwest People of Color 
Conference in Columbia, S.C.
WILLIAM A. BIRDTHISTLE 
was named a Searle-Kauffman 
Fellow on Law, Innovation and 
Growth for 2009–10 and was 
invited to attend three Searle-
Kauffman Institutes: the first in 
Chicago in October; the second 
in Captiva, Fla., in January; and 
the third at Chapman University 
School of Law in Orange, Calif., 
in March. The purpose of the 
institutes, which are sponsored 
by Northwestern Law School’s 
Searle Center on Law, Regulation 
and Growth, is to identify and 
help scholars interested in 
research on issues related to the 
institutions of economic growth.
In September, Professor 
Birdthistle spoke about his 
paper “Investment Indiscipline: 
A Behavioral Approach to 
Mutual Fund Jurisprudence” 
at the Program in Law and 
Business Policy at the University 
of Illinois College of Law. The 
paper was published in the 
universitY oF illinois lAW revieW 
in January 2010. The article 
was also accepted for paper 
presentations at the Canadian 
Law and Economics Association 
in Toronto and at the Risk 
Management Conference at 
Loyola University Chicago, 
both in October. In January, 
he presented the paper at the 
Securities Regulation session at 
the Association of American Law 
Schools annual meeting in New 
Orleans. 
In November, Professor 
Birdthistle gave a talk for the 
Chicago Bar Association Futures 
and Derivatives Committee about 
business law cases before the 
U.S. Supreme Court. He was 
also invited to discuss William 
Trevor and Irish literature at 
Harper College.
In December, Professor 
Birdthistle co-hosted a scholarly 
roundtable titled “Mutual Funds 
Under New Administration: 
Litigation and Regulation” 
with Tamar Frankel at Boston 
University School of Law. The 
roundtable was attended by 
approximately 40 scholars and 
financial regulators.
Professor Birdthistle was 
invited to make two presentations 
discussing the corporate cases 
on the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
docket this term. The first 
presentation was for a Chicago 
Bar Association Securities 
Law Committee program in 
February, and the second was 
for an event in April sponsored 
by the American Constitution 
Society. Professor Birdthistle was 
also invited to participate in a 
conference on the “Protection 
of Investors in the Wake of the 
2008–2009 Financial Crisis,” 
hosted by the Institute for Law 
and Economic Policy, in April in 
the Turks and Caicos Islands.
Professor Birdthistle wrote 
Brief of Amici Curiae Law 
Professors in Support of 
Petitioners (June 15, 2009), 
Jones v. Harris Associates L.P., 
129 S. Ct. 1579 (U.S. 2009). 
The neW York tiMes and WAll 
street JournAl quoted Professor 
Birdthistle in articles about  
the case. 
In October and November, 
Professor Birdthistle was 
interviewed by a number of 
media outlets on the topic of 
excessive fees in mutual funds 
and the role of the judiciary in 
reviewing financial legislation, 
including interviews with 
“Marketplace” reporter Steve 
Henn and Tom Hudson of 
“FirstBusiness.” In late October, 
Professor Birdthistle participated 
in a video debate with Professor 
John Coates of Harvard Law 
School regarding mutual fund 
fees and Jones v. Harris. The 
debate was moderated by 
Morningstar analyst Ryan 
Leggio. Professor Birdthistle 
was also quoted in several 
news articles discussing the 
November Jones v. Harris oral 
argument, including articles in 
the WAshington Post, neW York 
tiMes, los Angeles tiMes, chicAgo 
triBune and various industry 
publications. 
Professor Birdthistle wrote 
Portfolio of Eloquence, WAll 
street JournAl, June 22, 2009, 
at A13 (reviewing JuliAn BArnes 
ed., the Best oF FrAnk o’connor 
(2009)).
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EVELYN BRODY continues 
her work as reporter for the 
American Law Institute (ALI) 
project on Principles of the Law 
of Nonprofit Organizations. She 
revised Chapter 1 into Council 
Draft No. 6 for an October 
meeting with the ALI Council.
In June 2009, Professor 
Brody published hoW PuBlic is 
PrivAte PhilAnthroPY? sePArAting 
reAlitY FroM MYth, a monograph 
prepared for the Philanthropy 
Roundtable, with John Tyler, 
general counsel of the Ewing 
Marion Kauffman Foundation. 
In October, Professor Brody 
and John Tyler presented 
“Respecting Private Foundation 
Autonomy: How Public Is Private 
Philanthropy?” at the chicAgo-
kent lAW revieW symposium 
“Philanthropy Law in the 21st 
Century,” sponsored by the 
American College of Trust and 
Estate Counsel Foundation.  
They also presented this paper 
in November at the 38th  
annual Conference of the 
Association for Research on 
Nonprofit Organizations and 
Voluntary Action as part of a 
panel on “State Regulation of 
Charities: Legitimate Limits  
and Appropriate Oversight”  
in Cleveland.
In October, Professor Brody 
presented her paper “All 
Charities Are Property-Tax 
Exempt, But Some Charities Are 
More Exempt Than Others” at the 
annual conference of the National 
Center on Philanthropy and 
the Law at New York University 
School of Law. Professor Brody 
revised the paper for the neW 
englAnd lAW revieW’s symposium 
on “Tax-Exempt Organizations 
and the State: New Conditions on 
Exempt Status,” held in February 
at New England School of Law 
in Boston.
Also in October, Professor 
Brody, along with Assistant 
Massachusetts Attorney General 
Eric Carriker, spoke about the 
“Application of Charitable Trust 
Law to Charitable Corporations” 
at the National Association of 
Attorneys General/National 
Association of State Charities 
Officials Annual Charitable Trusts 
and Solicitations Conference, in 
Austin, Texas. 
Professor Brody was a 
panelist in October for “The 
Role of the Wisconsin Attorney 
General in Charity Oversight: A 
Review of Past Practice, Current 
Law and Their Implications,” 
cosponsored by the Milwaukee 
Legal Initiative for Nonprofit 
Corporations, a public service 
program of Marquette University 
Law School, and the Helen 
Bader Institute for Nonprofit 
Management at the University of 
Wisconsin–Milwaukee.
In November, Professor 
Brody was a panelist in a 
“Forum on Nonprofit Property 
Tax Exemptions and Municipal 
Finance” at the Graduate School 
of Public and International Affairs 
of the University of Pittsburgh.
Professor Brody wrote 
Payments in Lieu of Taxes: 
‘Contributions,’ Say the Towns; 
‘Extortion,’ Say the Colleges, 
chronicle oF higher educAtion, 
Feb. 1, 2010, as invited 
commentary for a special feature 
on “Towns, Gowns, and Taxes.” 
She contributed Justifications 
for Tax Exemption to the 
internAtionAl encYcloPediA oF civil 
societY (Helmut Anheier et al. 
eds., Springer 2010).
CHRISTOPHER J. 
BUCCAFUSCO  received 
grants from the University of 
Virginia Law School and the John 
Olin Foundation for a research 
project titled “Valuing Intellectual 
Property: An Experiment” 
(with Professor Christopher 
Sprigman of the University 
of Virginia School of Law). In 
August, Professors Buccafusco 
and Sprigman presented their 
findings at the Intellectual 
Property Scholars Conference at 
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School 
of Law. Professor Buccafusco 
also presented “Reason and 
Emotion in Juror Decision-
Making: Perspectives from the 
Neuroscience of Empathy” in 
August at the Big 10 Aspiring 
Scholars Conference at the 
University of Illinois. 
Professor Buccafusco 
gave three talks in October: 
“Spiritualism, Realism and 
Wills in the Age of Contract” 
at a symposium on “Law, 
Literature and Religion” at 
Villanova; “Neuroscience, 
Reason and Empathy in Juror 
Decision-Making” at the Society 
for Neuroscience Annual 
Conference in Chicago; and 
“Well-Being Analysis” (with 
Jonathan Masur) at the Midwest 
Law and Economics Conference 
at University of Notre Dame Law 
School. In January, Professor 
Buccafusco participated in a 
roundtable on “Emotions and 
the Law” at the Association of 
American Law Schools annual 
meeting in New Orleans. 
During Chicago-Kent’s Law 
Week this spring, Professor 
Buccafusco received the Faculty 
Member of the Year Award from 
the Student Bar Association.
Professor Buccafusco 
published Happiness and 
Punishment in 76 universitY 
oF chicAgo lAW revieW 1037 
(2009) (with John Bronsteen 
and Jonathan Masur). His article 
Well-Being Analysis, also co-
authored with Bronsteen and 
Masur, is forthcoming in the 
georgetoWn lAW JournAl.
SUNGJOON CHO was 
named a Norman and Edna 
Freehling Scholar in 2009. The 
Freehling Faculty Research 
Scholarships, funded by an 
endowed gift made in 1989 
by the Norman and Edna 
Freehling Foundation, recognize 
extraordinary scholarly 
achievement by members of the 
Chicago-Kent faculty. 
DANIEL T.  COYNE 
submitted a proposal to the chief 
judge of the Circuit Court of 
Cook County for reorganization 
of the Criminal Division. The 
new structure would include 
diversion/deferral, felony intake, 
pre-trial services and enhanced 
misdemeanor sections. The 
proposed changes are aimed at 
streamlining case management 
and providing more efficient 
and effective problem-solving 
approaches. In September, 
WBEZ interviewed him about the 
proposal. In October, Professor 
Coyne participated in a meeting 
with Chief Judge Timothy 
Evans and Circuit Court Judge 
Robert Bastone regarding the 
reorganization.
On behalf of the Chicago 
Appleseed Fund for Justice, 
Professor Coyne co-chaired 
a Bond Court Stakeholders 
Committee in November, where 
the restructuring of the Cook 
County criminal justice system 
was discussed. As a result of the 
previously submitted proposal, 
plans are now underway to 
shift from a punitive model 
to a rehabilitative model for 
nonviolent offenders. Following 
the meeting, Professor Coyne 
gave several interviews to the 
media explaining the proposed 
changes. In January, Professor 
Coyne was interviewed by 
WBEZ regarding the anticipated 
changes in bond court and the 
pre-trial services division of the 
Adult Probation Department. He 
also provided an on-air interview 
for WBEZ’s program “Eight Forty-
Eight” regarding challenges in 
the existing bond court structure 
and discussed issues relating to 
the pre-trial services division and 
to diversion and deferral options 
for defendants.
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criminal justice system at the 
American Bar Foundation 
Summer Fellowship Program. 
In September, he conducted 
training on professionalism 
and ethics for recruits at the 
Chicago Police Academy and 
participated in a presentation 
by Judge Rosemary Higgins for 
Chicago-Kent Criminal Litigation 
Program externs.
In October, Professor 
Coyne presided over the 
annual meeting of the Chicago 
Council of Lawyers, where he 
presented the Commitment to 
Justice Award to Chief Judge 
Timothy Evans of the Circuit 
Court of Cook County. The event 
concluded Professor Coyne’s 
two-year term as president of 
the Chicago Council of Lawyers. 
Professor Coyne currently serves 
as co-chair of the council’s 
Criminal Justice Committee. In 
addition, he was interviewed 
by Megan Budde of the 
Chicago School of Professional 
Psychology, Department of 
Forensic Psychology, regarding 
the interaction between mental 
health professionals, the criminal 
justice system and sex offenders. 
In November, Professor Coyne 
was invited to be a presenter 
at a Thresholds Psychiatric 
Rehabilitation Center program, 
which included an overview 
of the Criminal Division of the 
Circuit Court of Cook County, 
fitness for trial issues, and the 
affirmative defense of insanity. 
In November, Professor 
Coyne argued a motion to seal 
the records and take testimony 
in a closed courtroom during 
a commitment hearing for 
his court-appointed client, a 
former priest and convicted sex 
offender whom the state of Illinois 
is seeking to have confined 
to a treatment facility under 
the Sexually Violent Persons 
Commitment Act. Developments 
in this case were reported in 
the chicAgo sun-tiMes, chicAgo 
triBune, NBC News, and other 
media outlets.
Professor Coyne has been 
interviewed by the news media 
many times in recent months. In 
July 2009, he was interviewed 
by ABC News regarding death 
penalty jury procedures in the 
Jeanine Nicarico murder case in 
DuPage County and provided an 
interview to the Associated Press 
regarding collateral estoppel and 
res judicata matters in the capital 
trial of James Degorski for the 
1993 murders of seven people at 
a Brown’s Chicken restaurant in 
Palatine, Ill. In addition, Professor 
Coyne provided an interview 
and legal analysis to the chicAgo 
triBune regarding the doctrine of 
transferred intent in first-degree 
murder cases. In August, he 
provided legal analysis to the 
chicAgo triBune regarding the 
elements of the criminal offenses 
of assault and battery following 
the actions of a Chicago Cubs 
fan who showered a Philadelphia 
Phillies outfielder with beer while 
he was attempting to catch a 
deep fly ball. In September, 
the chicAgo dAilY lAW Bulletin 
quoted Professor Coyne 
extensively in a feature titled 
Chicago Council of Lawyers 
Marks 40 Years of Service.
In October, Professor Coyne 
was interviewed by the kAnkAkee 
dAilY JournAl regarding theories 
and charges of first-degree 
murder and intentional homicide 
of an unborn child. In November, 
he provided an interview for 
NBC News about the impact 
of arguments before the U.S. 
Supreme Court regarding the 
“honest services” doctrine 
as applied to United States 
v. Blagojevich. In January, 
Professor Coyne was quoted 
in the chicAgo triBune about a 
motion to seal proceedings, 
filed by attorneys representing 
Drew Peterson in the Will County 
Circuit Court, to determine if 
certain hearsay statements 
would be admissible at 
Peterson’s trial. 
ELIZABETH DE ARMOND 
was a presenter in a session 
titled “Ethical Issues in Consumer 
Law Practices” in October at the 
National Consumer Law Center’s 
Consumer Rights Litigation 
Conference in Philadelphia. 
HOWARD C. EGLIT  taught 
a course on international labor 
law in July and August 2009 
for DePaul University College 
of Law’s month-long summer 
program in Prague.
Professor Eglit’s article 
Age Bias in the American 
Workplace—An Overview 
was published in 3 JournAl 
oF internAtionAl Aging, lAW & 
PolicY 99 (2009). The journal 
is published jointly by Stetson 
University College of Law and 
AARP (formerly American 
Association of Retired Persons).
DAVID J.  GERBER ’s latest 
book, gloBAl coMPetition: lAW, 
MArkets And gloBAlizAtion, has 
been published by Oxford 
University Press. The book 
analyzes the role of law in devel-
oping global markets and in 
relating them to the opportunities 
and needs of globalization 
around the world.
In September, Professor 
Gerber spoke on “Complex 
Adaptive Systems and the 
Trajectory of Comparative Law in 
the U.S.” at the annual meeting 
of the American Society of 
Comparative Law, held at Roger 
Williams University School of Law 
in Rhode Island. 
In January, Professor Gerber 
gave a public lecture on “Living 
with the Lisbon Treaty: The 
Role (If Any) of Social Market 
Economy Ideas and Experience” 
at the University of Rome (La 
Sapienza). A panel of Italian 
professors commented on 
the lecture, including Giuliano 
Amato, former prime minister of 
Italy and former vice-chair of the 
European Union’s constitutional 
convention.
Also in January, Professor 
Gerber gave a presentation on 
“Comparative Law Methods and 
Global Legal Convergence” 
during a symposium at the 
Royal Netherlands Academy 
of Sciences in Amsterdam. 
Papers from the conference are 
expected to be published next 
year. While in the Netherlands, 
Professor Gerber traveled to The 
Hague to give a talk on his book 
gloBAl coMPetition: lAW, MArkets 
And gloBAlizAtion to officials of 
the Netherlands Competition 
Authority.
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DOUGLAS WM. GODFREY 
was one of three Chicago-Kent 
faculty members who presented 
a five-day program in Mexico 
City last summer to the law 
faculty of Tec de Monterrey, one 
of the leading private universities 
in Mexico. Judge David Erickson, 
Professor Godfrey and Dean 
Harold Krent, under a federal 
grant, are working with Mexican 
law professors and judges to 
implement recent changes  
to the Mexican Constitution. 
An adversarial oral system will 
replace the current Mexican 
system that relies heavily on an 
inquisitorial written structure. 
The Chicago-Kent faculty 
are teaching their Mexican 
colleagues the necessary oral 
advocacy skills to implement 
these changes. As reforms 
progress, Chicago-Kent will 
also help establish a clinic. In 
January, Professor Godfrey 
and Judge Erickson returned 
to Mexico to teach at Tec de 
Monterrey. 
In September, Professor 
Godfrey spoke at the 
Southeastern Legal Writing 
Conference, hosted by Stetson 
University College of Law, about 
why the traditional office memo 
will soon be obsolete. He gave 
a presentation in October at the 
Central Region Legal Writing 
Conference at Marquette Law 
School about how to teach 
students to give effective 
presentations. In December, 
Professor Godfrey gave a talk 
at the Colonial Frontier Legal 
Writing Conference at Duquesne 
University School of Law 
about how to evaluate student 
presentations. 
In June, Professor Godfrey 
will be part of a panel at the 
Legal Writing Institute Biennial 
Conference debating whether 
the traditional office memo is still 
an effective teaching device for 
first-year law students. 
RICHARD J.  GONZALEZ 
appeared on the Chicago Bar 
Association’s cable television 
show “You and the Law” to 
discuss common mistakes made 
by employers in terminating 
employees. He spoke at the 
Practising Law Institute’s 
annual seminar on labor and 
employment law in October and 
at Chicago-Kent’s 2009 Illinois 
Public Sector Labor Relations 
Conference in November.
Professor Gonzalez and 
Professor Laurie Leader served 
as executive editors of the 
second supplement of BNA’s 
leading treatise eMPloYMent 
discriMinAtion lAW, which was 
published in January. In March, 
they conducted a Web-based 
national seminar discussing 
the new publication and 2009’s 
most significant developments in 
employment law.
PHILIP N. HABLUTZEL  is 
now in his fifth year as a public 
member of the Business Conduct 
Committee of the Chicago 
Board Options Exchange. The 
committee processes cases of 
rule violations and discipline at 
the exchange. In June 2009, 
he began a one-year term 
as chair of the Illinois State 
Bar Association’s Section of 
Corporation, Securities and 
Business Law. 
In mid-September, Professor 
Hablutzel chaired the 21st 
annual business corporation 
seminar at the Chicago Bar 
Association, “How to Form 
an Illinois Business Entity: 
Corporation and its Alternatives.” 
He founded this annual seminar 
22 years ago. 
STEVEN L.  HARRIS 
continues to be active in the 
reform of commercial law both 
nationally and internationally. 
In his role as reporter to the 
Joint Review Committee on 
Uniform Commercial Code 
Article 9, Professor Harris 
attended the annual meeting of 
the Uniform Law Commission 
in July 2009 in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, where he explained the 
statutory amendments under 
consideration by the committee. 
In August, he participated in 
a meeting of the committee in 
Minneapolis. In October, he 
appeared before the Council 
of the American Law Institute 
in New York to explain the 
proposed statutory amendments 
to UCC Article 9.
As commercial law 
coordinator for the United 
States UNIDROIT delegation 
with respect to the Cape Town 
Convention on International 
Interests in Mobile Equipment, 
Professor Harris attended a 
meeting of a subcommittee on 
the international registration 
system for the proposed Protocol 
on Space Assets in October in 
Rome.
Professor Harris’ chapter 
The Convention on International 
Interests in Mobile Equipment 
(Cape Town Convention) was 
published in 10A hAWklAnd’s 
uniForM coMMerciAl code series 
(West, Supp. 2009).
STEVEN J.  HEYMAN 
was named to a two-year term  
(2009–11) on the board of 
advisers of the Chicago Lawyer 
Chapter of the American 
Constitution Society for Law and 
Policy. In July, he joined several 
other prominent Chicago-area 
lawyers as a panelist for the 
chapter’s annual U.S. Supreme 
Court review.
ROBERT H. KNOWLES 
was invited to be a panelist at a 
symposium on the International 
Criminal Court in February 
at Loyola University Chicago 
School of Law. His topic 
was “Guantánamo and the 
International Criminal Court.” 
Professor Knowles’ article 
Bagram, Boumediene, and the 
Limited-Government Theory (with 
Marc D. Falkoff) is forthcoming in 
59 dePAul lAW revieW.
EDWARD KRAUS 
presented “Fighting for Fairness: 
Ending Discrimination Against 
Workers and Students with 
Diabetes” in October at a CLE 
program in Atlanta sponsored 
by the American Diabetes 
Association. At the program, 
Professor Kraus was responsible 
for presenting an overview of 
federal anti-discrimination law 
and education laws and for 
discussing hot legal issues 
involving schools and students 
with diabetes. In November, 
Professor Kraus was quoted 
extensively in a usA todAY 
article about school children  
with diabetes. 
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Justice” before the bar 
associations in Hangzhou, 
Shanghai and Beijing, China. 
In October, he addressed the 
topic of “Limited Decisional 
Independence of ALJs” at 
the national conference of the 
Association of Administrative 
Law Judges in Buffalo. 
In January, Dean Krent 
spoke about new trends in the 
Obama administration at “What 
Change Will Come? The Obama 
Administration and the Future 
of the Administrative State,” a 
symposium at the University of 
Miami School of Law.
Dean Krent published The 
Sometimes Unitary Executive: 
Presidential Practice Throughout 
History, 25 constitutionAl 
coMMentArY 489 (2009) 
(reviewing s. cAlABresi & c. Yoo, 
the unitArY executive: PresidentiAl 
PoWer FroM WAshington to Bush 
(2008)).
LAURIE E.  LEADER  and 
Professor Richard Gonzalez 
served as executive editors of 
the second supplement of BNA’s 
leading treatise eMPloYMent 
discriMinAtion lAW, which was 
published in January.
MARTIN H. MALIN was 
appointed by President  
Obama to serve on the Federal 
Service Impasses Panel, which 
intervenes when an agency of 
the federal government and a 
union representing that agency’s 
employees are unable to reach 
agreement on the terms of their 
new collective bargaining agree-
ment under the Federal Service 
Labor-Management Relations 
Statute and the Federal Employ-
ees Flexible and Compressed 
Work Schedules Act. 
In October, Professor Malin 
spoke about “The Evolving 
Schizophrenic Nature of Labor 
Arbitration” at the symposium 
“Creeping Legalism in Labor 
Arbitration” at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia Law School. 
An article by the same title will 
be published next year in the 
universitY oF Missouri JournAl  
oF disPute resolution.
Professor Malin’s article The 
Paradox of Public Sector Labor 
Law was published in 84 indiAnA 
lAW JournAl 1369 (2009). 
NANCY S. MARDER  was 
reappointed as a member of the 
American Judicature Society’s 
Carpenter Jury Center Advisory 
Committee and as the professor/
reporter of the Illinois Supreme 
Court Committee on Jury 
Instructions in Civil Cases. 
Professor Marder served as 
a peer reviewer for the journal 
lAW, culture & the huMAnities in 
June 2009. In July, Professor 
Marder presented her paper 
“Judging Judge Judy” as part 
of a panel at the annual meeting 
of the American Bar Association 
in Chicago. The paper was 
published as a chapter in 
lAWYers in Your living rooM! lAW 
on television (M. Asimow ed., 
American Bar Association 2009).
A court rule change that 
Professor Marder initiated took 
effect in Illinois on September 
1. Illinois trial court judges are 
now required to give every juror 
in civil trials an individual written 
copy of the jury instructions 
so that jurors can read the 
instructions as they are being 
read aloud by the judge. Jurors 
can then take their copy of the 
instructions into the jury room 
so that they can consult the 
written instructions during their 
deliberations. Other states that 
have adopted this practice 
of providing individual written 
copies of jury instructions 
have found that it helps jurors 
to understand and follow the 
instructions.
In October, Professor Marder 
presented a paper as part of the 
UIC/Chicago-Kent Colloquium, 
held at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago. Other presenters 
included Professor Mark Rosen 
(Chicago-Kent), Professor 
Stephen Englemann (UIC) and 
Dean Bette Bottoms (UIC). 
Professor Marder chaired a 
panel on “Television Judges and 
Judging” and presented her 
paper titled “Judging TV Reality 
Judges” in March at the annual 
meeting of the Association for 
the Study of Law, Culture and the 
Humanities at Brown University 
in Providence, R.I. Later that 
month, she presented her paper 
“The Conundrum of Cameras in 
the Courtroom” at a conference 
titled “Justice, Media and Public: 
Changing Public Perceptions in 
the New Media Landscape” at 
the Research Institute for Law, 
Politics and Justice at Keele 
University in England.
Professor Marder wrote a 
paper titled “In the Absence 
of Law and Justice,” which 
she presented in April as part 
of a panel on “Black Women 
Writing Justice” at the annual 
convention of the Northeast 
Modern Language Association 
in Montreal. The paper examines 
the role of law in three novels by 
three African-American writers.
Professor Marder recently 
published From “Practical 
Obscurity” to Web Disclosure:  
A New Understanding of Public 
The C-K Faculty Blog, launched last fall, provides a forum that brings together the rich intellectual contributions 
of the Chicago-Kent faculty and encourages respectful and scholarly dialogue within the extended Chicago-Kent  
community, including faculty, students, alumni and colleagues at other law schools and universities.
Recent entries include:
Check out the latest entries and other Chicago-Kent faculty blogging initiatives at blogs.kentlaw.edu.
•  Professor William Birdthistle on 
“The Dissent in SEC v. Goldman”
•  Professors Christopher 
Buccafusco and David Schwartz 
on “Challenging IP’s Fundamental 
Assumptions”
•  Professor Steven Heyman on  
“The Public vs. the Supreme 
Court: A Comment on the  
Citizens United Case”
•  Professor César Rosado Marzán 
(writing from Chile) on “Shock 
Therapy No More: Disasters, 
Workers’ Rights and Democracy”
•  Professor Carolyn Shapiro on 
“Knowing Ideology in Judging 
When We See It”
•  Professor Richard Warner on 
“Privacy and Information Norms”
Introducing the C-K Faculty Blog
blogs.kentlaw.edu/faculty
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Information, 59 sYrAcuse lAW 
revieW 441 (2009) (symposium), 
and Jury Reform: The Impossible 
Dream?, 5 tennessee JournAl 
oF lAW And PolicY 149 (2009) 
(symposium). Professor Marder’s 
article, The Myth of the Nullifying 
Jury, which was originally 
published in 93 northWestern 
universitY lAW revieW 877 (1999), 
was reprinted in the right to A 
FAir triAl (T. Brooks ed., Ashgate 
2009), a new volume in the 
International Library of Essays  
on Rights series.
Professor Marder completed 
her chapter Instructing the Jury 
for the oxFord hAndBook oF 
lAnguAge And lAW (L. Solan & P. 
Tiersma eds., Oxford University 
Press, forthcoming 2010). 
Her article Answering Jurors’ 
Questions: Next Steps in Illinois 
will be published as part of the 
Illinois Judicial Symposium in 41 
loYolA universitY chicAgo lAW 
JournAl. Her review of William 
Domnarski’s book FederAl Judges 
reveAled (Oxford University 
Press 2009) will appear in 
the AMericAn JournAl oF legAl 
historY (forthcoming 2010). Later 
this year, voir dire will reprint 
Professor Marder’s article The 
Right to Submit Questions to 
Witnesses (with Bruce R. Pfaff 
and John M. Stalmack), originally 
published in the cBA record in 
May 2009. 
SHELDON H. NAHMOD 
started blogging weekly at the 
beginning of the academic year 
on Section 1983, constitutional 
law, the First Amendment, teach-
ing and other law-related topics. 
Visit his blog, nAhMod lAW, at 
www.nahmodlaw.com. 
In December, Professor 
Nahmod spoke about “Recent 
Supreme Court Decisions on 
Section 1983” at a meeting of the 
New Mexico Defense Lawyers 
Association in Albuquerque. Also 
in December, he gave talk at a 
meeting of the Wisconsin Bar 
Association in Milwaukee, where 
his topic was “A Section 1983 
Update.”
The third edition of 
Professor Nahmod’s casebook 
constitutionAl torts: cAses, 
coMMents And Questions (2010) 
(with M. Wells & T. Eaton) was 
published by LexisNexis in 
January. He finished the 2009 
update to his treatise civil rights 
And civil liBerties litigAtion: 
the lAW oF section 1983 (West 
Group 4th ed. 1997 & Supp. 
1998–2009). Professor Nahmod 
recently published Constitutional 
Torts, Over-Deterrence and 
Supervisory Liability After Iqbal, 
14 leWis & clArk lAW revieW 279 
(2010) (symposium). The article 
is also available on Professor 
Nahmod’s blog.
HENRY H. PERRITT,  JR. ’s 
rock opera “You Took Away My 
Flag: A Musical About Kosovo” 
played four sold-out shows at 
Strawdog Theatre in June 2009. 
In October, Professor Perritt, the 
director and the music director 
auditioned more than 50 talented 
actors for a new cast. The play 
reopened for an eight-week run 
in April at the Theatre Building 
Chicago. In addition to the 
new cast, the April production 
included significant revisions 
to the music and a compelling 
visual design on a larger stage. 
An independent film company is 
working on a movie of the story 
underlying the musical. 
Professor Perritt was 
interviewed on Vocalo radio 
in October about the musical 
and about his work in Bosnia 
and Kosovo. He spoke at two 
large dinners celebrating the 
second anniversary of Kosovo’s 
independence. An interview with 
Professor Perritt was published 
in one of the leading newspapers 
in Iraqi Kurdistan.
Professor Perritt published  
his second book on Kosovo,  
the roAd to indePendence For 
kosovo: chronicle oF the AhtisAAri 
PlAn (Cambridge University 
Press 2009). The book received 
a short, favorable review in 
Foreign AFFAirs, the journal of the 
Council on Foreign Relations.
CÉSAR F.  ROSADO 
MARZÁN  and several 
other international labor law 
scholars as a team obtained a 
research grant from the Swedish 
Council for Working Life and 
Social Research to create the 
Regulating Labour and Markets 
Programme (ReMarkLab), which 
will be based at Stockholm 
University. The group will focus 
on European, comparative and 
international labor law research. 
In January, Professor Rosado 
Marzán was invited to speak 
on labor law enforcement at a 
conference on “Transformation 
of Labour Law in Europe 1945–
2004” at Uppsala University Law 
School in Sweden.
In September, Professor  
Rosado Marzán gave a presenta-
tion titled “Of Absent Guardians 
and Imperfect Markets: How 
Chile’s ‘Guardianship’ Labor 
Law Model Protects Workers 
Less Than the American ‘Market 
Failure’ Model” at the 4th annual 
Colloquium: Current Scholarship 
in Labor & Employment Law at 
Seton Hall Law School in New-
ark, NJ. This spring, Professor 
Rosado Marzán performed field 
research in Chile for an ethno-
graphic, sociolegal study on 
labor law enforcement.
Professor Rosado Marzán’s 
article Derecho laboral y 
organización sindical en Puerto 
Rico, 68 revistA del colegio de 
ABogAdos de Puerto rico 125 
(2007), was cited in a recent 
Puerto Rico Supreme Court 
dissenting opinion, Gonzalez 
Sotomayor v. Mayaguez Resort 
& Casino, No. CC-2007-723, 
2009WL 2982680, at *15 n. 
25 (TSPR Sept. 10, 2009). 
Professor Rosado Marzán has 
been appointed to the Law and 
Society Association’s Graduate 
Student Workshop Committee 
for 2010.
DAVID S.  RUDSTEIN ’s 
2010 update to his three-volume 
treatise, criMinAl constitutionAl 
lAW (with C. Peter Erlinder ’79 
& D. Thomas), was published in 
December by LexisNexis. The 
update incorporates decisions 
from the Supreme Court’s 2008–
09 term as well as state and 
lower federal court decisions. 
CHRISTOPHER W. 
SCHMIDT  was appointed an 
associate editor of lAW & sociAl 
inQuirY and was reappointed as 
a visiting scholar at the American 
Bar Foundation for 2009–10. 
DAVID L.  SCHWARTZ 
served on a panel on “Patent 
Reform Act of 2009: A Fresh 
Look?” in July 2009 at the ABA 
annual meeting. In August, he 
spoke on “Markman: The Lost 
Opportunity” at the Intellectual 
Property Scholars Conference at 
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School 
of Law. In October, he presented 
his paper “Pre-Markman 
Reversal Rates” at “The Federal 
Circuit as an Institution,” a 
symposium sponsored by Loyola 
Law School Los Angeles. Also 
in October, he gave a talk on 
“Patent Law Developments” 
at the 25th annual Institute 
on Intellectual Property Law, 
a conference sponsored and 
organized by the Houston 
Intellectual Property Law 
Association and the University  
of Houston Law Center.
Professor Schwartz presented 
his paper “Doctrinal Displace-
ment at the Federal Circuit” in 
September at the Patent Scholar-
ship Colloquium at Santa Clara 
University School of Law. He 
presented the paper again in 
October at the 2009 Midwestern 
Law and Economics Association 
annual meeting, hosted by Notre 
Dame Law School, and in  
November at the Empirical Stud-
ies of Patent Litigation Roundta-
ble, sponsored by Northwestern 
University School of Law’s Searle 
Center on Law, Regulation and 
Economic Growth. In January, he 
presented the paper at a work-
shop at the University of Illinois 
College of Law. 
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S CHRISTOPHER B. SEAMAN was invited to 
present a paper in March on the 
future of Section 5 of the Voting 
Rights Act at a symposium 
hosted by the sAint louis 
universitY PuBlic lAW revieW. 
The title of his paper was “An 
Uncertain Future for Section 5: 
The Need for a Revised Bailout 
System.” 
CAROLYN SHAPIRO was 
named to a two-year term (2009–
11) on the board of advisers of 
the Chicago Lawyer Chapter of 
the American Constitution Society 
for Law and Policy.
JEFFREY G. SHERMAN 
will retire from the Chicago-
Kent faculty in August. In 
connection with his retirement, 
the chicAgo-kent lAW revieW 
recently published a symposium 
titled The Evolution of Academic 
Discourse on Sexual Orientation 
and the Law: A Festschrift in 
Honor of Jeffrey Sherman.
RONALD W. STAUDT  was 
named as one of 50 ABA “Legal 
Rebels” last fall for his innovative 
work in using technology to 
provide greater access to justice 
for low-income people. 
Professor Staudt is the 
2009–10 chair of the Legal 
Aid Committee of the Board 
of Trustees of the College of 
Law Practice Management. 
He was reappointed for a five-
year term, beginning in 2010, 
to the editorial board of the 
internAtionAl JournAl oF lAW And 
inForMAtion technologY, published 
by Oxford University Press, and 
to the advisory council of the 
ABA Standing Committee on the 
Delivery of Legal Services.
In June, Professor Staudt 
presented a workshop 
on “Technology for Self-
Represented Parties: Bridging 
the Digital Divide Facing 
Self-Represented Customers” 
at the Canadian Council of 
Administrative Tribunals annual 
meeting in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. Also in June, Professor 
Staudt gave an invited keynote 
presentation at the biannual 
Artificial Intelligence and Law 
Conference in Barcelona, Spain, 
where his topic was “Access to 
Justice and Technology: Law 
Students, Legal Aid and Courts.”
In October, he served as 
conference chairperson for 
“Knowledge Management for the 
Legal Profession: Creating Value 
for Your Firm by Integrating, 
Optimizing and Leveraging Your 
Knowledge Assets, Tools and 
Techniques in Support of Explicit 
Business Goals” in New York.
In January, Professor Staudt 
presented “Emerging Trends in 
Technology” and “Knowledge 
Management: What It Is, Why It 
Matters, and (Google) Options 
for Making What You Know 
Findable” at the Legal Services 
Corporation’s Technology 
Initiative Grants Conference in 
Austin, Texas. 
Professor Staudt published All 
the Wild Possibilities: Technology 
That Attacks Barriers to Access 
to Justice, 42 loYolA oF los 
Angeles lAW revieW 1117 (2009) 
and Transforming Legal Aid, lAW 
PrActice, Apr.-May 2009, at 44.
JOAN E.  STEINMAN 
revised volumes 14B and 14C 
of the Wright and Miller treatise, 
FederAl PrActice And Procedure 
(West Group 4th ed. 2009). 
She has completed work on the 
forthcoming 2010 Pocket Parts 
for revised volumes 14B and 14C 
of the treatise and is currently 
working on the 2011 Pocket 
Parts. She also co-authored the 
2009 supplement to APPellAte 
courts: structures, Functions, 
Processes, And Personnel 
(LexisNexis 2d ed., 2006 & 
Supp. 2009) (with D. Meador &  
T. Baker), which was published 
last summer.
In November, Professor 
Steinman made a presentation 
on Iqbal, Twombly and their 
effects on patent litigation to the 
Chicago law firm of McAndrews, 
Held & Malloy. This summer, 
she will speak on a panel that 
addresses “New Ideas about the 
Design of Appellate Courts” at 
the Southeastern Association of 
Law Schools conference in Palm 
Beach, Fla. 
STEPHANIE M. STERN 
was named a Norman and 
Edna Freehling Scholar in 
2009. The Freehling Faculty 
Research Scholarships, funded 
by an endowed gift made 
in 1989 by the Norman and 
Edna Freehling Foundation, 
recognize extraordinary scholarly 
achievement by members of the 
Chicago-Kent faculty.
KEITH ANN STIVERSON 
is the 2009–10 chair of the Legal 
Information Preservation Alliance 
(LIPA), an organization of more 
than 100 academic and state law 
libraries and other organizations 
concerned with the preservation 
of born-digital and print legal 
information.
Ms. Stiverson was appointed 
to serve as the American 
Association of Law Libraries 
(AALL) observer to the Drafting 
Committee on Authentication and 
Preservation of State Electronic 
Legal Materials of the National 
Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL). 
At last July’s meeting, NCCUSL 
accepted the recommendation 
of its study committee to move 
forward on drafting an act that 
will provide guidance to states 
on authenticating and preserving 
electronic legal materials.
Ms. Stiverson attended the 
annual meeting of the AALL 
in Washington, D.C., where 
she was a speaker on the 
introductory panel at a workshop 
on “The Academic Law Library 
of 2015: Predicting the Future 
and Making It Happen.” Ms. 
Stiverson also was a speaker 
at a program with Ric Davis, 
the acting superintendent 
of documents at the U.S. 
Government Printing Office, that 
examined the pros and cons 
of being a federal depository 
library as the Federal Depository 
Library Program changes from 
print to electronic materials. She 
also spoke as outgoing chair of 
the AALL Copyright Committee 
at the Annual Legislative and 
Regulatory Update to report on 
the committee’s activities during 
the past year.
Ms. Stiverson revised Chapter 
13, Administrative Law, for 
the 9th edition of Roy Mersky 
and Don Dunn’s FundAMentAls 
oF legAl reseArch (S. Barkan 
et al. eds., Thomson Reuters/
Foundation Press 2009). The 
chapter will also be published as 
an appendix to Wright & Miller’s 
FederAl PrActice And Procedure 
and to Koch’s AdMinistrAtive lAW 
And PrActice. She also reviewed 
coPYright lAW deskBook by 
Robert W. Clarida (BNA Books 
2009) for the AALL Spectrum 
Blog.
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A. DAN TARLOCK  has 
been appointed to the National 
Research Council Standing 
Committee to Advise the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers on 
Strategic Planning.
In June 2009, Professor 
Tarlock gave a talk on “Legal 
Issues of Water” as a luncheon 
speaker at “Water Rights and 
the Future of Agriculture,” a 
Farm Foundation Roundtable, 
in Sacramento. In July, 
he taught a block on the 
relationship between domestic 
and international water law 
for master’s degree and PhD 
students at the University of 
Dundee Centre for Water Law, 
Policy and Science, in Scotland. 
Also in July, Professor Tarlock 
was the lead speaker at the 
Seminar on Land Use Law and 
Climate Change at the Technion, 
Israel Institute of Technology, in 
Haifa, Israel. 
In September, Professor 
Tarlock delivered a paper 
titled “Energy Efficiency and 
Renewable Energies” at 
a conference at Technical 
University in Berlin, organized 
by the Platform of Experts in 
Planning Law of the Dutch 
Institute of Building Law. The 
paper will be published in a book 
of conference proceedings.
In October, Professor Tarlock 
delivered his paper “Tribal 
Justice and Property Rights: The 
Evolution of Winters v. United 
States” at “As If Equity Mattered: 
Land and Water Rights,” a 
conference at the University of 
California, Berkeley. The paper 
will be published in the nAturAl 
resources JournAl.
Professor Tarlock published 
WAter resource MAnAgeMent 
(West 6th ed. 2009) with 
Professors David Getches, 
James Corbridge and Reed 
Benson. He also wrote the 
introduction to the 2009–10 lAnd 
use And environMentAl lAW revieW 
(Thomson/West), an annual 
anthology of the best law review 
articles in that subject area. 
Also, the 2009 release for lAW 
oF WAter rights And resources 
(Clark Boardman Callaghan 1988 
& Supp. 1989–2009) has been 
published.
Professor Tarlock’s recent 
law review articles include The 
International Joint Commission 
and Great Lakes Diversions: 
Indirectly Extending the Reach of 
the Boundary Waters Treaty, 54 
WAYne lAW revieW 1661 (2009); 
Fat and Fried: Linking Land Use 
Law, the Risks of Obesity and 
Climate Change, 3 PittsBurgh 
JournAl oF environMentAl And 
PuBlic heAlth lAW 31 (2009); and 
Water Security, Fear Mitigation 
and International Water Law, 31 
hAMline lAW revieW 703 (2008) 
[published 2009] (symposium).
RICHARD WARNER is 
the director of the School of 
American Law at the Polytechnic 
University of Łódz´, Poland. He 
co-founded the new program, 
which will begin in 2010, with 
Anna Fornalczyk and Agnieszka 
Cenzartowicz, LLM ’02. This 
joint effort with Chicago-Kent is 
fully self-funding and combines 
law, economics and business 
in a program geared toward 
practicing lawyers and business 
people. 
Professor Warner’s book 
unAuthorized Access: the crisis 
in online PrivAcY And inForMAtion 
securitY (co-written with 
Professor Robert Sloan, head 
of the Department of Computer 
Science at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago) is forthcoming 
in 2010 from Chapman and Hall/
CRC. The authors plan to explain 
law to computer scientists and 
computer science to lawyers. 
Professor Warner’s article 
Austin, J.L. will be published in 
WileY-BlAckWell’s internAtionAl 
encYcloPediA oF ethics (H. 
LaFollette ed.) in 2011. 
RICHARD W. WRIGHT 
was appointed by the IIT 
Board of Trustees this spring 
as a Distinguished Professor, 
the highest faculty rank at 
the university. A member 
of the faculty since 1985, 
Professor Wright’s teaching 
and research focus on 
domestic and comparative tort 
law, jurisprudence, law and 
economics, and law and artificial 
intelligence. 
In June 2009, Professor Wright 
delivered four lectures at the 
Department of Private Law at the 
University of Palermo in Sicily: 
“An Overview of Tort Law and 
Practice in the United States,” 
“The Functions of Tort Law,” “The 
Principles of Product Liability” 
and “Causation, Statistics and 
Burdens of Proof.” Revised ver-
sions of the first and third lec-
tures will be translated into Italian 
and published in a collection of 
lectures on private law. 
Also in June, Professor 
Wright presented papers titled 
“The NESS Account of Natural 
Causation: A Response to 
Criticisms” and “Statistical 
Probability, Individual Causation 
and Burdens of Persuasion” at 
an international conference on 
“Perspectives on Causation” at 
the University of Aberdeen in 
Scotland. The first paper will be 
published by Hart Publishing 
along with other papers from the 
conference.
Professor Wright has agreed 
to participate as a leading 
speaker at the International 
Obligations V Conference at the 
University of Oxford in July 2010. 
The conference theme is “Rights 
and Private Law.” 
Professor Wright’s article 
Proving Facts: Belief versus 
Probability, which discusses 
burdens of persuasion in civil 
cases in the civil law and the 
common law, was published 
in euroPeAn tort lAW 2008 (H. 
Koziol & B.C. Steininger eds., 
Springer 2009). He has agreed 
to write reviews of Professor 
Michael Moore’s book cAusAtion 
And resPonsiBilitY: An essAY in 
lAW, MorAls, And MetAPhYsics 
(Oxford University Press 2009) 
for the texAs lAW revieW and the 
JournAl oF lAW And societY.
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Legal writing expert Terri LeClercq, the 2010 Ralph Brill 
Visiting Professor, spent a week in February with students, 
faculty and alumni at Chicago-Kent. Professor LeClercq, a 
prolific scholar and nationally recognized authority on legal 
writing, recently retired after more than 20 years on the faculty 
of the University of Texas at Austin School of Law, where 
she was the Fellow, Norman Black Professorship in Ethical 
Communications in Law, and served as a senior lecturer in  
legal writing.
“Like Ralph Brill, Professor LeClercq has been instrumental 
in revolutionizing the field of legal writing,” said Dean Harold 
Krent. “It is fitting to honor Professor LeClercq as the first 
Ralph Brill Visiting Professor in recognition of her lifelong 
efforts.” 
The Ralph Brill Visiting Professorship is a component of the 
Ralph Brill Faculty Chair Program, established in 2008 with 
more than $1.5 million in cash and pledges contributed by 
more than 400 Chicago-Kent alumni and friends. Chicago-Kent 
hopes to welcome the first permanent chair holder this fall.
Bernice Brandel, widow of alumnus Paul Brandel ’33 and a longtime benefactor 
of Chicago-Kent, died in July 2009. Mrs. Brandel espoused the belief that “of those 
to whom much is given, much is required,” and Chicago-Kent was the beneficiary 
of her philosophy and philanthropy over many years. She established the Bernice 
and Paul Brandel Scholarship in 1989 in memory of Paul to support Chicago-Kent 
students demonstrating academic merit and financial need. The 21st Brandel 
Scholarship was awarded during the 2009–10 school year. 
Upon Mrs. Brandel’s death, Chicago-Kent received additional funding for the 
Brandel Scholarship and support of the law school building fund. Paul Brandel 
served on the IIT Board of Trustees from 1971 to 1986. At the time of his death in 
1986, he was a senior partner with the Chicago law firm of Brandel and Johnson.
Brandel legacy continues  
through memorial gift
Chicago-Kent welcomes 2010  
Ralph Brill Visiting Professor
Tom Demetrio ’73, chair of the Brill Campaign Committee, welcomed 
Professor LeClercq at a reception attended by many alumni, faculty and 
friends to commemorate Professor Ralph Brill’s 50th year of teaching.  
(L–R) Dean Harold Krent, Professor Ralph Brill, Ralph Brill Visiting 
Professor Terri LeClercq and Tom Demetrio ’73.
Bernice Brandel 
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Law firm supports successful Thurgood 
Marshall Mock Trial Competition team 
This spring, four Chicago-Kent students advanced to the finals of the National Black Law 
Students Association’s (NBLSA) Thurgood Marshall Mock Trial Competition. After finishing 
as one of the top two teams in the Midwest regional tournament in Minneapolis, the Chicago-
Kent team competed in the national tournament in Boston, ultimately making it to the 
quarterfinal round for the best showing yet of a Chicago-Kent team in the Thurgood Marshall 
Competition. The team’s participation in the competition was supported by a generous gift to 
the law school from the Chicago law firm of SmithAmundsen LLC.
Each year, members of the graduating 
class make a gift to the law school to 
celebrate the completion of their law 
school days and to mark the begin-
ning of their new status as Chicago-
Kent alumni. 
Last year, the Class of 2009 Commit-
tee sought a special way to benefit 
Chicago-Kent and future classes 
with the first class gift “green proj-
ect,” namely, supporting renovation 
of the lighting for the study tables on 
the 10th floor of the library to utilize 
state-of-the-art LED lights. Retrofit-
ting the lights in the reading room will 
contribute substantially toward the 
law school’s ongoing effort to become 
“LEED certified,” which demonstrates 
commitment to environmental stew-
ardship and social responsibility. The 
renovation will also directly benefit 
students by providing higher-quality 
light for studying. The project is slated 
for completion this summer.
Chicago-Kent is grateful to members 
of the Class of 2009 for their enthusi-
asm and generosity on behalf of this 
effort. Fully 40 percent of the JD class 
contributed to the class gift project —
an unprecedented participation rate at 
Chicago-Kent — in an effort to meet a 
challenge made by the Reunion Class 
of 1983 to secure 75 donors from the 
class. In all, 118 JD grads and 15 LLM 
grads rose to meet the challenge. 
Thanks to all!
Standing, L–R: SmithAmundsen attorneys Margaret Firnstein ’99, Larry Schechtman ’83 (managing partner) and Marcie Thorp ’92; 
Cook County Circuit Court judges and team coaches Donald Havis, Israel Desierto ’90, Sybil Thomas ’91 and Maxwell Griffin Jr.;  
and SmithAmundsen attorneys Glen Amundsen ’80 (chairman and CEO) and Ryan Jacobson ’99. Seated, L–R: Chicago-Kent’s NBLSA 
competition teammates Janelle Fairchild ’11, Clyde Guilamo ’11, Katrice Hall ’10 and Adella Deacon ’11.
’09 grads designate “green” class gift
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In November, Dean Harold Krent welcomed Paul and Sue Freehling and the Chicago-Kent 
faculty to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Freehling Research Scholarship Endowment, 
which recognizes extraordinary scholarly achievement by members of the Chicago-Kent 
faculty and supports additional research. Professors Sungjoon Cho and Stephanie Stern are 
the 2009–10 Freehling Scholars.
The Freehling Faculty Research Scholarships are funded through an endowed gift made 
in 1989 by the Norman and Edna Freehling Foundation. Norman Freehling graduated 
from Chicago-Kent in 1932. He began his career as a stockbroker and became chairman of 
Norman Freehling & Company in 1937. Norm was a member of the Chicago Stock Exchange 
from 1927 to 1949 and a member of the Midwest Stock Exchange from 1949 to 1993. When 
the stock exchange returned to calling itself the Chicago Stock Exchange in 1993, Norm was 
its oldest living member.
Paul Freehling, one of Norm’s two sons, is an attorney with Seyfarth Shaw LLP. As trustee 
of the Norman and Edna Freehling Foundation, he has been a longtime supporter of 
Chicago-Kent.
Celebrating the 20th year of the  
Freehling Research Scholarships
Norman and Edna Freehling Scholars
1989–90
Prof. Randy Barnett
Prof. David Gerber
Prof. Linda Hirshman
Prof. Jeffrey Sherman
Prof. Joan Steinman
1990–91
Prof. David Gerber
Prof. Linda Hirshman
Prof. Martin Malin
Prof. Jeffrey Sherman
Prof. Joan Steinman
1991–92
Prof. Randy Barnett
Prof. David Gerber
Prof. Linda Hirshman
Prof. Martin Malin
Prof. Jeffrey Sherman
Prof. Joan Steinman
1992–93
Prof. Randy Barnett
Prof. James Lindgren
Prof. Martin Malin
Prof. Dale Nance
Prof. Joan Steinman
Prof. Richard Wright
1993–94
Prof. Fred Abbott 
Prof. James Lindgren
Prof. Dale Nance
Prof. Richard Wright
1994–95
Prof. Fred Abbott 
Prof. Lori Andrews
Prof. James Lindgren
Prof. Dale Nance
Prof. Richard Wright
1995–96
Prof. Fred Abbott
Prof. Lori Andrews
Prof. Anita Bernstein
Prof. Steven Heyman
Prof. Harold Krent
Prof. James Lindgren
1996–97
Prof. Lori Andrews
Prof. Anita Bernstein
Prof. Steven Heyman
Prof. Harold Krent
1997–98
Prof. Anita Bernstein
Prof. Steven Heyman
Prof. Harold Krent
1998–99
Prof. Katharine Baker
Prof. Steven Harris
1999–2000
Prof. Katharine Baker
Prof. Steven Harris
2000–01
Prof. Katharine Baker
Prof. Steven Harris
2001–02
Prof. Graeme Dinwoodie
Prof. Nancy Marder
2002–03
Prof. Evelyn Brody
Prof. Bartram Brown
Prof. Graeme Dinwoodie
Prof. Nancy Marder
Prof. Richard Warner
2003–04
Prof. Evelyn Brody
Prof. Bartram Brown
Prof. Graeme Dinwoodie
Prof. Sarah Harding
Prof. Claire Hill
Prof. Nancy Marder
Prof. Richard Warner
2004–05
Prof. Evelyn Brody
Prof. Bartram Brown
Prof. Claire Hill
Prof. Sarah Harding
Prof. Mark Rosen
Prof. Richard Warner
2005–06
Prof. Claire Hill
Prof. Sarah Harding
Prof. Christopher Leslie
Prof. Mark Rosen
2006–07
Prof. Christopher Leslie
Prof. Mark Rosen
2007–08
Prof. Christopher Leslie
Prof. Mark Rosen
2008–09
Prof. Mark Rosen
2009–10
Prof. Sungjoon Cho
Prof. Stephanie Stern
Associate Professor Sungjoon Cho,  
www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/scho
Associate Professor Stephanie Stern, 
www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/sstern 
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Matt Lash ’07 
Scholarship
Matt Lash ’07 suffered from 
Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare type 
of bone cancer that took his 
life in 2008. A world traveler 
and graduate of Michigan 
State University, Matt was 
involved in numerous 
activities at Chicago-Kent 
as a class representative for 
the Student Bar Association, 
a correspondent for the 
student newspaper, and a 
participant in many other 
student organizations. 
In 2008, Matt’s family and 
a group of his classmates, 
colleagues and friends 
initiated an effort to 
establish a scholarship in 
his memory to be awarded 
to Chicago-Kent students 
facing health challenges. 
To date, more than $23,000 
has been raised to support 
the scholarship; almost 100 
people and organizations 
have contributed. 
Visit www.kentlaw.edu/depts/
dev/lash to view photos 
from Lash Bash 2009 and 
2010, the fundraising events 
celebrating Matt’s life and 
legacy.
Gregory A. Thorpe 
Scholarship
More than 40 classmates, 
colleagues, friends and 
family members have 
established the Gregory A. 
Thorpe Scholarship. Greg 
Thorpe ’78 was a partner 
with Kubasiak, Fylstra, 
Thorpe & Rotunno PC when 
he died in July 2009. The 
scholarship will be awarded 
annually to a student who 
demonstrates academic 
merit and a commitment to 
community service. Greg 
is survived by his wife, 
Lynn Urkov Thorpe, also 
Class of 1978, a partner 
with the Chicago law firm 
of Gonzalez Saggio & 
Harlan LLP. Instrumental 
in the fundraising for the 
scholarship were Mark 
Pearlstein of Levenfeld 
Pearlstein LLC, David 
Winston, and Jerry Kubasiak 
of Kubasiak, Fylstra, Thorpe 
& Rotunno PC.
Ron and Geri Yonover 
Scholarship
Alumna Geri Yonover ’83 
and her husband, Ron, have 
established the Ron and 
Geri Yonover Scholarship 
to benefit a first-year law 
student who is raising a 
family while studying law. 
Geri recently retired from 
the faculty of Valparaiso 
University School of Law and 
has taught on the adjunct 
faculty at Chicago-Kent in 
recent years. The Yonover 
Scholar will be selected 
from the first-year class and 
will have a child or children 
under the age of 16.
Sandra P. Zemm  
Labor Law Prize
Colleagues and friends 
of the late Sandra Zemm, 
a prominent labor and 
employment attorney in 
Chicago, established the 
Zemm Labor Law Prize to 
recognize an outstanding 
third-year student in the 
Program in Labor and 
Employment Law who 
demonstrates the qualities 
that made Sandy so special: 
a commitment to pursuing 
a career in labor and 
employment law, a pioneer 
spirit and willingness to 
take the initiative whenever 
possible, and a gracious and 
generous attitude toward 
helping those in need. 
Ms. Zemm, a partner with 
Seyfarth Shaw LLP, died 
in 2008. More information 
is available online at www.
kentlaw.edu/depts/dev/
zemm.
New Scholarships & Prizes
Founders 
Society update
Members of the Founders 
Society have made lifetime 
commitments to Chicago-
Kent (or, in the case of alumni, 
to Chicago-Kent or IIT) of 
$100,000 or more. Chicago-Kent 
welcomed several new members 
in 2009 and 2010, including 
alumni Peter Birnbaum ’83, 
Vincent DiTommaso ’82, 
David Hansen ’84, (Estate of ) 
Sol Hoffman ’24, Anita Nagler 
’80 and Robert J. Washlow 
’70; Chicago-Kent friends 
Penny Newberg and Clinton 
Krislov; as well as Attorneys’ 
Title Guaranty Fund Inc. and 
Krislov & Associates Ltd. 
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Distinguished Service Award
Robert J. Washlow ’70 
Bay West Management LLC
Robert J. Washlow established Bay 
West Management LLC in 2007 after 
spending several years practicing 
in the fields of corporate and real 
estate law, first with a small firm and 
then merging his practice into Vedder 
Price, where he served on the firm’s 
management committee and chaired 
its real estate practice. He also spent 
eight years serving as CEO and 
chairman of Lawson Products Inc. 
Mr. Washlow has been a member of 
the Chicago-Kent Board of Overseers 
since 2004. In 2001, he established 
a fellowship endowment to provide 
scholarships to students based on 
merit and financial need. 
Professional  
Achievement Awards
The Honorable Dorothy A. Brown ’96 
Clerk, Circuit Court of Cook County
Dorothy A. Brown is currently serving 
her third term as clerk of the Circuit 
Court of Cook County. Prior to her 
first election as clerk in 2000, Ms. 
Brown was the general auditor for 
the Chicago Transit Authority for 10 
years. She holds a CPA and MBA 
and commits her time and energy 
to public service, including serving 
as founder and executive director of 
the Dorothy Brown Scholarship and 
Community Development Fund, an 
organization developed to secure 
funding for college-bound students.
Kevin M. O’Keefe ’73 
Partner, O’Keefe Lyons & Hynes, LLC 
Following graduation, Kevin M. 
O’Keefe joined the firm O’Keefe, 
Ashenden, O’Brien, Hanson and 
Lyons, where he devoted 20 years 
to the practice of state and local 
taxation law. Mr. O’Keefe served 
as the Illinois chairman of the 1992 
presidential campaign of William J. 
Clinton and spent four years in the 
White House as special assistant 
to the president for presidential 
personnel, overseeing the nomination 
and confirmation of all U.S. attorneys 
and marshals and all presidential 
regional appointments. In 1997, he 
returned to O’Keefe Lyons & Hynes, 
LLC, where he has continued his 
career in property tax law, trying 
cases in numerous states.
More than 300 alumni and friends of the law school attended the 2009 Alumni Awards & Recognition 
Luncheon on December 10, 2009, at the Standard Club. The event, emceed by Professor Richard S. Kling 
and hosted by the Chicago-Kent Alumni Board of Directors, honored the 2009 Alumni Award recipients 
and recognized those individuals who volunteered for the law school last year. 
The Alumni Board wishes to thank all the generous sponsors of the event, including Platinum Sponsor 
O’Keefe Lyons & Hynes, LLC, and Diamond Sponsor McAndrews Held & Malloy Ltd.
Extended biographies of the award recipients and photos of the event are available online at  
www.kentlaw.edu/allalumlunch. For a list of 2009 volunteers, visit www.alumni.kentlaw.edu/volunteer.
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Young Alumni Awards 
Ryan B. Jacobson ’99 
Partner, SmithAmundsen LLC
Ryan B. Jacobson is currently a 
partner at SmithAmundsen, where 
he began as an associate in 2000. 
He serves as co-chair of the firm’s 
entertainment, media and privacy 
group, and dedicates a large part 
of his practice to matters governed 
by the First Amendment. He 
also counsels seasoned actors, 
musicians, professional athletes and 
emerging talent on a wide variety 
of contractual issues. In 2007, Mr. 
Jacobson was named as one of the 
“40 Illinois Attorneys Under Forty 
to Watch” by the chicAgo dAilY lAW 
Bulletin. He is a dedicated volunteer 
for Chicago-Kent, serving as a coach 
in the appellate advocacy programs. 
Sean G. Wieber ’07 
Associate, Winston & Strawn LLP 
Sean G. Wieber is a litigation 
associate in the Chicago office 
of Winston & Strawn. While a law 
student, Mr. Wieber drafted what 
became Illinois House Bill 1279, 
the “R.A.W. Initiative,” during a 
Legislative Advocacy class. The 
bill was signed into law in spring 
2008. Created in honor of Mr. 
Wieber’s Northwestern University 
teammate Rashidi A. Wheeler, who 
collapsed and died during a football 
practice, the law mandates that all 
outdoor physical fitness facilities 
in Illinois have automated external 
defibrillators and trained users 
present during activities. Mr. Wieber 
was named “Young Lawyer of the 
Year 2008–2009” by the Illinois State 
Bar Association, becoming the first 
associate with less than two years of 
experience to receive the award.
Institutional Partner Award
McAndrews Held & Malloy Ltd.
McAndrews Held & Malloy, located 
in Chicago with 90 attorneys, is one 
of the most successful intellectual 
property boutiques of its kind—a 
firm offering full-service intellectual 
property and technology services. 
McAndrews has a long-standing 
commitment to Chicago-Kent, 
providing numerous full- and part-
time employment opportunities 
to Chicago-Kent students and 
graduates. Eighteen of McAndrews’ 
attorneys—20 percent—are alumni 
of Chicago-Kent, and many of 
those attorneys worked part-time 
at McAndrews while enrolled in law 
school. Chicago-Kent alumni at 
McAndrews are also actively involved 
as members of the Alumni Board of 
Directors, as active participants in the 
Program in Intellectual Property Law, 
and as adjunct professors.
(L–R) Kevin M. O’Keefe ’73, Robert A. Surrette ’97 representing McAndrews Held & Malloy Ltd., Dean Harold Krent, Sean G. Wieber ’07, 
the Honorable Dorothy A. Brown ’96, Robert J. Washlow ’70 and Ryan B. Jacobson ’99
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The third annual Public Interest Awards Night was held Thursday, April 22, at the law school 
to honor the 2010 recipients of the Abraham Lincoln Marovitz Public Interest Law Award. The 
night also honored students in the public interest program and featured special presentations by 
Cameron Davis ’92, senior adviser to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator, 
and the Environmental Law Society. 
2010 Public Interest Awards Night
Daniel X. Belko ’99 
Office of the Cook County  
Public Guardian
Daniel Belko is currently a supervis-
ing attorney in the Adult Guardianship 
Division of the Cook County Public 
Guardian’s Office, where he began 
in 1997 as a law clerk in the Juvenile 
Division. In this capacity, he oversees 
and coordinates MCLE programming, 
trains new attorneys and works with 
attorneys on complex cases. Before 
serving as a supervising attorney, he 
spent 10 years as an attorney in the 
Adult Guardianship Division, where 
his practice centered on administer-
ing the estates of disabled persons 
in probate court, trying numerous 
contested adult guardianship cases 
involving issues of incapacity, undue 
influence, and the financial exploita-
tion or neglect of the elderly. While 
a student, Mr. Belko was president 
of the Kent Justice Foundation and 
co-chaired the annual KJF Auction.
Mariangela F. Monteiro ’04 
Equip for Equality
Mariangela Monteiro is a staff attor-
ney and manager of the Traumatic 
Brain Injury Project at Equip for 
Equality, a nonprofit agency that 
provides free legal services to 
people with disabilities in Illinois. 
Ms. Monteiro advocates for clients 
with disabilities in areas such as 
employment discrimination, access 
to transportation, fundamental 
rights, community integration, and 
prevention of abuse and neglect. 
She also oversees the implementa-
tion of the Traumatic Brain Injury 
Project, which, under her leader-
ship, has developed and expanded 
to address the evolving needs of 
individuals with traumatic brain 
injuries in Illinois, including veter-
ans who sustained head trauma 
in the current conflicts in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Prior to law school, 
Ms. Monteiro worked for two years 
as an AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer  
in Chicago.
Extended biographies of the award recipients and photos from the event  
are available at www.kentlaw.edu/alumni/publicinterest.
Mariangela Monteiro ’04 and Daniel Belko ’99 
received the 2010 Honorable Abraham  
Lincoln Marovitz Public Interest Law Awards  
at Chicago-Kent’s third annual Public Interest Awards 
Night in April.
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2009–10 Chicago-Kent Alumni  
Board of Directors
Daniel S. Kirschner ’98, President
John G. Locallo ’86, 
Immediate Past President
Tarek A. Fadel ’03, President-Elect
The Honorable  
Elizabeth M. Budzinski ’88
John G. Fogarty ’99
The Honorable Susan Fox Gillis ’88
Jessica Kimbrough ’04
Barbara D. Klein ’78
Bruce M. Kohen ’79
Paul A. Miller ’00
Kevin E. O’Reilly ’92
Kerry R. Peck ’78
Scott T. Schutte ’95
Denise Y. Staniec ’84
Robert A. Surrette ’97
Carolyn L. Thomas ’96
Kirk A. Vander Leest ’94
Vanessa J. Weathersby ’90
David G. Wix ’94
Andrew Heap ’10, SBA Representative
C-K A L UMN I  BOARD
LETTER FROM THE ALUMNI BOARD PRESIDENT
Dear Fellow Alumni:
Get Connected… Get Involved…
As one of nearly 12,000 Chicago-
Kent alumni worldwide, you’re 
likely to find a fellow Chicago-Kent 
graduate “right next door.” It is 
you, the alumni of Chicago-Kent, 
who have the potential to shape 
Chicago-Kent’s future and invest 
in your own degree by increasing 
the excellence of the school today. 
Over the past year while serving 
as president of the Chicago-Kent 
Alumni Board of Directors, I’ve 
had the privilege to be a part of 
the growing excitement within the 
alumni ranks as we build a stronger 
community with a common bond. Our alumni have a vast array of experiences and 
career paths, all enabled by their Chicago-Kent education and their ability to serve 
and succeed.
Get Connected… I encourage you to seek out relationships with fellow alumni 
and to join together in an effort to promote the law school within the legal 
community and beyond. It is through this connection and commitment of 
its alumni body that Chicago-Kent gains its strength. Visit the Alumni Online 
Community at www.alumni.kentlaw.edu to get the latest Chicago-Kent news.  
Be sure to “Become a Fan” of the Alumni Association on Facebook, follow us on 
Twitter @ChicagoKentAlum or join us on LinkedIn. 
Get Involved… As a long-time volunteer at the law school, I have observed first-
hand the important role alumni play in mentoring current students, reaching out  
to fellow alumni and providing much-appreciated feedback to the school. Go to 
www.alumni.kentlaw.edu/volunteer or refer to your Alumni Guide to learn about 
the many fulfilling opportunities alumni have to get involved and to help elevate 
both themselves and the law school to new levels of excellence.
Lastly, please consider attending some of the wonderful upcoming alumni events. 
There are many great opportunities to network, become reacquainted with the 
law school and old friends, mentor and lend advice to current students, or simply 
give back to your law school. A calendar of upcoming events can be found on the 
alumni website. The Alumni Association is here to serve you because, after all, it is 
your association. Your questions or comments are always appreciated and can be 
directed to alums@kentlaw.edu or 312.906.5240.
Fondly,
Daniel S. Kirschner ’98 
President, Alumni Board of Directors
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Here is a sampling of the events we hosted…
2009
Trial Ad Alumni Dinner June 18
Alumni Gatherings in California July
Senior Partner Council Appreciation Dinner July 23
2009 Post-Bar Party July 29
Young Alumni Social August 13
Alumni Night @ Wrigley Field August 26
Alumni Gathering in Denver September 3
Alumni Gatherings in China September
IP Alumni Reception in Washington, D.C. October 15
Public Interest Reception in Washington, D.C. October 23
Alumni Gathering in NYC December 5
2010
Young Alumni Council Kick-Off February 18
Alumni Gatherings in Florida March 
Alumni Reception in San Francisco March 24
Diversity Networking Reception April 13
Chicago-Kent Connection: Speed-Networking April 29
Alumni Gathering in Springfield April 30
Visit www.alumni.kentlaw.edu to view the event photo 
galleries!
“ Thank you” to the alumni who 
attended the many Alumni Association 
events over the past year!
VIRTUAL REUNIONS:  
Class Years 
ending in “5” 
and “0”
The Chicago-Kent Alumni Association introduces Virtual 
Reunions for class years ending in “5” and “0” between 
1960 and 2005. Connect with your law school classmates 
now through the end of 2010 via the Chicago-Kent Alumni 
Online Community. 
•  View your classmates’ profiles 
•  Read and upload class notes 
•  Comment on the White Board 
•  Share video, photos and links 
•  Chat with friends in real time 
•  Plan an in-person gathering
Get connected at  
www.alumni.kentlaw.edu/reunion!
Before accessing your Virtual Reunion, you will be 
prompted to log in to the Alumni Online Community. 
Instructions are available on the reunion home page.
Nearly 200 alumni and friends attended the annual Alumni Night @ Wrigley 
Field on August 26. Guests enjoyed a pre-game dinner at the Cubby Bear 
before watching the Cubs beat the Washington Nationals 9-4. (L–R) David 
Erickson, director of the Trial Advocacy Program; Dean Harold Krent;  
Kathleen Robson ’10; and Nick Caputo ’01
Chicago-Kent hosted the fourth annual Diversity Networking Event on  
April 13, bringing together more than 60 alumni, students and friends  
to network, socialize and discuss the law school’s diversity initiatives.  
(L–R) Brandon Calvert ’06, 1L student Candace Hansford, 2L student  
Adella Deacon, Michael Wilder ’06 and Michelle Vodenik, director of  
career services and public interest/diversity adviser
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YAC Leadership
Co-Chairs 
Matthew Jenkins ’07   
Jason Sposeep ’03
Vice-Chair for Communications 
& PR  
Michael Aschenbrener ’07
Vice-Chair for Events 
Prashanthi Rao ’07
Vice-Chair for Philanthropy & 
Fundraising 
Timothy Ritchey ’05
Vice-Chair for Student 
Relations 
Angela Zeman ’03
Alumni Board Representative 
Tarek Fadel ’03
“ Creation of the Young 
Alumni Council is vital 
to connecting and 
reconnecting our young 
alumni to each other 
and to our institution. 
Alumni can be some of 
our greatest resources. 
To strengthen and enliven 
those resources is a 
testament to my sincere 
belief that ‘the whole is 
greater than the sum of  
its parts.’”
  —Jason Sposeep ’03
Sarah Abrams ’06
Susan Anton ’07
Daniel Bacon ’08
Mindy Chudoba ’07
Ashley Evans ’09
Allison Gans ’08
Gregg Garofalo ’99
Betsy Gates ’09
Natalie Neczwid  
Gottschalk ’07
Nicholas Holland ’09
Sandra Kopchok ’07
Ted Koshiol ’09
Julie Lissner ’07
Brad Loberg ’06
Jenny McGovern ’06
Jeff Miller ’99, LLM ’00
Allan Niemerg ’09
Adam Novak ’07
Jason Novak ’06
Luke Novak ’06 
Kristin Prinz ’07
Dawn Rose ’07
Sara Samuels ’05
Kevin Saunders ’09
George Schoenbeck ’07
Anthony Senagore ’08
Jacob Shorr ’09
Sara Siegall ’08
Megan Marzec  
Slowikowski ’04
Jaclyn Smith ’04
Patrick Spangler ’06
Melissa Sobota ’07
Anne Szkatulski ’09
Matthew Tolman ’03
Grant Villanueva ’08
Paula Villela ’08
Mitzi Wilson ’08
Jessica Winkler ’07
Carrie Zalewski ’04 
Young Alumni Council
In the fall of 2009, an enthusiastic group of young alumni came together to form the Young Alumni Council of IIT 
Chicago-Kent College of Law. The Council was created to better serve the needs and wants of the law school’s young 
alumni population and is committed to the idea that it is important for young professionals to remain connected and 
involved with their law school as well as the broader legal community. To that end, the Council’s goal is to foster strong 
relationships and support between young alumni and Chicago-Kent through events, communications and fundraising. 
If you are interested in joining the Council, membership is open 
to alumni who graduated within the last 10 years. Please contact 
youngalumni@alumni.kentlaw.edu for more information. 
Young Alumni Council Executive Committee: (front, L–R) Angela Zeman ’03, 
Prashanthi Rao ’07; (back, L–R) Timothy Ritchey ’05, Matthew Jenkins ’07,  
Michael Aschenbrener ’07, Jason Sposeep ’03 
More than 100 alumni attended the Young Alumni Council’s official 
“Kick-Off Event” on February 18 at Midtown Kitchen & Bar.  
(L–R) Jennifer Tier ’07, Prashanthi Rao ’07 and Sandra Kopchok ’07
Young Alumni Council Members
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2010 JD Alumni 
Ambassadors
George Argionis ’96
Ann Marie Barry ’96
David Bell ’87
Terry Campo ’83
Michael Catania ’93
Rebecca Chao ’02
Susan Chomicz ’90
Amy Curran ’01
Scott Curran ’01
Matt Daniels ’07
Jo-Ann Della Giustina ’87
Lubna El-Gendi ’08
Jesse Fender ’08
Nathan Ferguson ’00
Jonathan Feuchtwang ’96
Courtney Fong ’07
Heather Freeman ’04
Bill Gallagher ’87
Veronica Garcia ’06
Jeff Gardner ’02
Colin Gilbert ’05
Gabby Green ’07
Megan Greenberg ’04
Mike Hallock ’08
Jennifer Hayward ’99
Emil Hunter ’76
Clayton Hutchinson ’06
Laura Jelinek ’95
Matt Jenkins ’07
Sandy Kopchok ’07
Ted Koshiol ’09
Richard Kruger ’97
Jon Lahn ’07
Arthur Liberty ’87
Ruth Lopez ’09
Nicole Maggio ’02
Steven Manley ’97
Katherine Mason ’99
Kristen McAhren ’01
Camille Miller ’91
Daniel Norr ’95
Sheilah O’Grady ’06
Ward Parkinson ’97
Hiren Patel ’95
Carlos Poza ’98
Michael Pullano ’96
Paul Revere III ’88
Gabriela Reyes-Noyola ’07
Jill Roberts ’08
Stephanie Roodman ’95
Cary Russ ’73
Mike Sawyer ’01
Kim Schmett ’79
Larry Steingold ’02
Steven Stender ’80
Bret Stone ’97
Cathy Traugott ’97
Joel Ward ’62
Jeff Weiner ’74
Jonah Wolfson ’01
2010 LLM Alumni 
Ambassadors 
Candy Cao ’07
Gregory Cheikhameguyaz ’04
Ako Eluma ’06
Holger Gaidosch ’03
Jun “Heather” Han ’07
Jun “Clare” Hu ’09
Xiangyuan Jiang ’91
Xin “Lisa” Li ’07
Xiaoyi Liang ’08
Xiaoming “Sharon” Shi ’04
Lieyi Wu ’09
Dongmei Yang ’08
Kaibo Yang ’07
Pei Yu ’07
Benliang Zhang ’08
Volunteering at Chicago-Kent
Alumni Ambassador Program
Thank you to our numerous volunteers who reached out to 
admitted students this spring to encourage them to attend 
Chicago-Kent in the fall. Your efforts are much appreciated!
Alumni-Student ConneKtions
ASCK Week was created in the fall of 2009 
to build a stronger community and better 
connections between alumni and students at 
Chicago-Kent. From October 5 to 8, alumni 
v lunteers gave  small portion of their time to 
meet with students one-on-one in informational 
interviews, mock interviews or resume review 
sessions. The week was a great opportunity 
for alumni to connect with, give advice to and 
train current students to become leaders in 
the legal profession.
Thank you to our 2009 ASCK Week 
volunteers! A list of volunteers can be  
fou d at www.alumni.kentlaw.edu/volunteer.
ASCK Week is a collaboration between the 
Alumni Association and the Career Services 
Office. We hope this program can continue to 
grow and connect alumni and students in a 
positive, productive way.
Save the date: ASCK Week 2010 is 
scheduled for September 20–24. Watch for 
announcements this summer to volunteer 
and participate in this new Chicago-Kent 
tradition, or contact the Alumni Association 
at alums@kentlaw.edu or 312.906.5240 for 
more information.
2010 LLM Alumni 
Ambassadors 
Candy Cao ’07
Gregory Cheikhameguyaz ’04
Ako Eluma ’06
Holger Gaidosch ’03
Jun “Heather” Han ’07
Jun “Clare” Hu ’09
Xiangyuan Jiang ’91
Xin “Lisa” Li ’07
Xiaoyi Liang ’08
Xiaoming “Sharon” Shi ’04
Lieyi Wu ’09
Dongmei Yang ’08
Kaibo Yang ’07
Pei Yu ’07
Benliang Zhang ’08
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Thursday, June 10, 2010 Trial Ad Alumni Dinner
Saturday, June 12, 2010 Class of 2000 10-Year Reunion
Thursday, June 17, 2010 Alumni Gathering in Washington, D.C.
Wednesday, July 28, 2010 Post-Bar Party for the Class of 2010
August 2010 Alumni Gatherings in California
Tuesday, September 7, 2010 Alumni Night @ Wrigley Field
Saturday, September 18, 2010 Class of 1990 Reunion
September 20–24, 2010  ASCK Week 2010 
Friday, November 19, 2010  Alumni Awards & Recognition Luncheon at the Standard Club
March 2011 Alumni Gatherings in Florida
Sunday, May 15, 2011 2011 Commencement Ceremony
Sunday, May 22, 2011 Alumni Gathering in Washington, D.C.
Monday, May 23, 2011 U.S. Supreme Court Group Swearing-In
Visit Chicago-Kent’s Alumni Online Community at www.alumni.kentlaw.edu 
for more information about upcoming alumni events.
2 0 1 0 – 1 1  A L U M N I  E V E N T S
Class Notes are found 
on the Chicago-Kent  
Alumni Online Community.
Login at www.alumni.kentlaw.edu.
✳ ✳ ✳
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Major Nora Anniece Barber ’94  
Major Nora Anniece Barber passed 
away on April 24, 2009, in Escatawpa, 
Miss., at the age of 41. 
Born in Moss Point, Miss., Major 
Barber served in the U.S. Air Force 
as a Judge Advocate General (JAG) 
Corps officer for eight years. She 
sustained an injury while serving in 
Germany, which ultimately caused  
her to leave the military on disability.  
While serving as a JAG Corps officer, 
she traveled extensively in Europe  
and Asia, trying cases for the U.S.  
Air Force. 
As a Chicago-Kent student, Major 
Barber was a member of the Moot 
Court Honor Society. Her friend and 
classmate Cheryl Sellers Johnson 
’94 writes that Major Barber “always 
knew she wanted to be a litigator and 
a criminal law attorney, and right after 
law school, she moved to Texas and 
became a criminal litigator. During law 
school, she also often spoke of want-
ing to join the military as a JAG Corps 
attorney, and she made that dream 
come true as well.” Major Barber, who 
joined the U.S. Air Force JAG Corps 
in 2001, was stationed at Bolling Air 
Force Base in Washington, D.C., for 
several years and at Whiteman Air 
Force Base in Missouri. She was  
admitted to practice before the U.S. 
Supreme Court in October 2006. 
In Memoriam continues 
on following page
Major Nora Anniece Barber ’94 
Marc D. Berlin ’91 
Ellen Holden Clark ’89 
Sherwood C. Daniels ’94 
Carol A. Davilo ’82 
Ana M. De La Torre ’79 
James N. Droege ’65 
Arnold D. Dworkin ’56 
Constantine Farmans ’56 
Lawrence I. Frankle ’76
Robert F. Gudmundsen ’40 
George M. Hilgendorf ’48 
Philipp W. Kalchthaler ’66 
Melvin James Kaplan ’58 
Georgia L. Lipke ’59 
Irwin S. Marks ’41 
Joseph Rago ’86 
R. Gale Rhodes Jr. ’60 
Michael G. Rogers ’89 
Peter C. Rolewicz ’63 
Ralph M. Schelly ’53 
Edward F. Slyfield ’79 
Jennifer M. Steensland ’03 
Frederick A. Wein ’74 
Hamilton R. Winton Jr. ’57 
Frank M. Wright Jr. ’48 
Evette Joyce Zells ’83 
The Chicago-Kent community extends its  
sympathy to the families and friends of the  
following deceased alumni:
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Michael G. Rogers ’89
Chicago-Kent alumnus and adjunct 
professor Michael G. Rogers ’89 
passed away on January 27, 2010, 
at the age of 46. He will be missed 
by many members of the Chicago-
Kent community for his unflagging 
enthusiasm for preparing students to 
become technology-savvy litigators. 
Mr. Rogers received his BA from 
Regis College in 1985 and his JD from 
Chicago-Kent in 1989. He worked for 
many years as a prosecutor in the 
Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office, 
prosecuting defendants charged 
with gang crimes, narcotics offenses 
and other felonies, and rising to the 
position of supervisor of the Auto 
Theft/Insurance Fraud Investigations 
Unit. He left the state’s attorney’s office 
in 2005 to found Ronin Consulting 
Ltd., a litigation technology company. 
Over his 15 years as an adjunct 
professor at Chicago-Kent, Mr. Rogers 
taught Trial Advocacy, Litigation 
Technology and E-Discovery, and 
volunteered as a trial team coach. 
In 2006, he was selected as the 
Adjunct Faculty Member of the Year 
by Chicago-Kent students. Mr. Rogers 
lectured widely throughout the country 
on the use of technology in civil and 
criminal litigation and other topics, 
conducted litigation technology 
CLE programs at Chicago-Kent, 
and authored a leading textbook on 
litigation technology in 2006.
Mr. Rogers is survived by his wife, 
Cordelia Coppleson, and his four 
children.
Peter C. Rolewicz ’63
Peter C. Rolewicz passed away on 
September 6, 2009, at his home in 
Montague, Mich. He is survived by 
his wife of 44 years, Janet (West) 
Rolewicz; nine children; and 14 
grandchildren. 
Mr. Rolewicz was born on August 
14, 1937, in Chicago and was a long-
time resident of Tinley Park, Ill., and 
Montague, Mich. After overcoming 
polio as a child, Mr. Rolewicz attended 
Brown University, graduating with a 
bachelor’s degree in economics. He 
earned his JD from Chicago-Kent 
in 1963. Mr. Rolewicz practiced law 
independently before becoming CEO 
of Royal Savings Bank and a member 
of its board of directors. He was a 
member of St. James Catholic Church 
of Montague and served on the 
Kirby District 140 School Board. Mr. 
Rolewicz and his wife, Janet, raised 
a large family and served as foster 
parents to many babies. 
Mr. Rolewicz was the son of 
Chicago-Kent alumnus Harry 
Rolewicz, Class of 1929.
I N  MEMOR IAM
The faculty and students of Chicago-Kent College 
of Law salute the hundreds of alumni who have 
steadfastly supported our programs and initiatives 
over the past year. Your vision and generosity 
sustain the law school’s commitment to first-rate 
teaching, faculty research, student scholarships 
and community service, and your collective gift 
will resonate for years to come as future graduates 
bring their legal educations to bear on the pursuit 
of justice in communities throughout our nation and 
around the world.
Thank 
You
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